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In this work we present two independent inverse problem methods. In the first

chapter we address the problem of source localization. Localizing sources in physi-

cal systems represents a class of inverse problems with broad scientific and engineer-

ing applications. This chapter is concerned with the development of a non-iterative

source sensitivity approach for the localization of sources in linear systems under

steady-state. We show that our proposed approach can be applied to a broad

class of physical problems, ranging from source localization in elastodynamics and

acoustics to source detection in heat/mass transport problems. The source sensi-

tivity field introduced in this work represents the change of a cost functional caused

by the appearance of an infinitesimal source is a given domain (or its boundary).

In order to extract macroscopic inferences, we apply a threshold to the source sen-

sitivity field in a way that parallels the application of the topological derivative

concept in shape identification. We establish precise formulas for the source sen-

sitivity field using a direct approach and a Lagrangian formulation. We show that

computing the source sensitivity field entails just obtaining the solution of a single

adjoint problem. Hence, the computational expense of obtaining the source sensi-

tivity is of the same order as that of solving one forward problem. We illustrate

the performance of the method through numerical examples drawn from the areas

of elastodynamics, acoustics, and heat and mass transport. Our results show that

our proposed approach could be used on its own as a source detection tool or to



obtain initial guesses for more quantitative iterative gradient-based minimization

strategies.

In the second chapter we focus on material characterization. Material identi-

fication is integral to medical imaging, finite element calibration, non destructive

testing, and other engineering applications. We propose an iterative computational

framework for nonlinear material identification with transient data. Our method

centers on the weak enforcement of the internal force computation, through which

we derive a modified internal force equation. We subsequently enforce potentially

sparse measurements in a least squares penalty term. The modified internal force

equation results in a fully space-time coupled forward and adjoint problem. We

consider two steps at each iteration. First the solution to the coupled problem,

and second the material parameter update. Our approach generalizes the tech-

nique used for linear elastic materials. For our numerical examples, we focus on

the Iwan constitutive model, commonly used to model frictional interactions in

mechanical joints. We show several numerical examples exploring the accuracy of

the coupled problem solution as well as the material reconstruction. We conclude

with larger examples requiring distributed computation in order to demonstrate

not only the algorithmic properties, but the computational scalability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Classification of a problem as an “inverse problem” reflects a viewpoint by

which we have incomplete or partial observations of an analogous “forward prob-

lem”. Given this parity, designation of either inverse or forward hinges on an indi-

vidual’s viewpoint, but conventionally the problem denoted the forward problem is

either better understood, or studied chronologically earlier, or perhaps mathemati-

cally better conditioned, or more consistent with physical observation. Conversely,

the inverse problem sometimes features incomplete information or may require

solving an ill posed mathematical problem. Solving inverse problems is fundamen-

tal to a multitude of technical fields. The heart of most medical imaging tasks can

be viewed as an inverse problem [5] [7] [78] [66] [89]. Many geological inquiries,

such as seismic imaging and reservoir estimation, have motivated inverse prob-

lem research [73] [76] [79]. Inverse problems in computational engineering, such as

inverse heat conduction and material identification, are motivated by control prob-

lems and nondestructive testing [90] [88] [32] [6]. Given the breadth of application,

significant theoretical research has been devoted to inverse problems, addressing

existence, uniqueness, stability and computational considerations [47] [23].

Various computational techniques are used to solve inverse problems. Statis-

tical inference methods have been applied with great success [52] [53] [67]. When

possible, algebraic techniques are typically efficient, giving them practical advan-

tages [51] [46]. A common and robust technique is to use numerical optimization

theory [70] [25]. This is particularly useful when the forward problem is well mod-

eled by a partial differential equation (PDE). Coupling these ideas gives rise to

PDE constrained optimization [14].

Many physical problems of engineering interest can be modeled through PDEs.
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After abstracting a physical process to a PDE, one typically needs to solve for the

quantity of interest given some external stimulus. For example, one might solve for

acoustic pressure using the Helmholtz equation given a known external acoustic

source. Given this mathematical formalism of this type of forward problem, most

inverse problems are posed where we have some knowledge of the former quantity

of interest (acoustic pressure for the Helmholtz example), and need to infer some-

thing about the governing PDE. We may not know the geometric domain, as is

the case in inverse scattering, and need to infer a shape. We may not know the

external stimulus, and need to infer its location or intensity or functional form.

We may not know the parameters of the PDE, which corresponds to inferring the

ambient material in the Helmholtz example.

Two of the aforementioned classes of inverse problems will be addressed in this

thesis. In Chapter 2, we will address source or force localization in physical con-

texts governed by steady state linear PDE’s, given sparse measurement data. In

Chapter 3, we will address material identification, i.e. identifying material param-

eters given displacement data for large structural models. We assume the reader

is familiar with finite elements and computational mechanics. While we will strive

to outline a complete formulation and thorough algorithm derivation, some details

are omitted for the sake of clarity.
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CHAPTER 2

A SUPPORT SENSITIVITY APPROACH FOR FAST SOURCE

LOCALIZATION IN STEADY STATE LINEAR SYSTEMS

Methods for source localization are of high relevance in a variety of engineering

and scientific applications. The source localization challenge is often cast within

the mathematical framework of an inverse problem in which we are tasked with

identifying a hidden driving force given the measured response of a system. Im-

portant examples of this class of problems include earthquake source localization

[61, 54], damage or defect identification from acoustic emission [87, 27, 2], odor or

contaminant localization [1, 41, 28, 44], and source identification in electromag-

netics [12], among others. In spite of the different physics involved in the latter

examples, their mathematical structures share many common features, allowing us

to develop methods that are applicable to a wide range of problems.

Most popular approaches used for source localization in wave propagation prob-

lems (mechanical and electromagnetic) are centered around the concept of Time

Reversal (TR) [38, 12, 17]. In TR methods, by reversing time, the measured sig-

nal is back propagated through the system and energy is focused on the region

where sources are located, causing their illumination. To be applicable, the TR

concept requires linearity and non-lossy or slightly lossy media. Since, the present

work considers only frequency-domain dynamics and steady-state transport, it is

imperative to mention that the TR concept has a frequency domain analog called

the Phase Conjugation Mirror (PCM) [48]. The TR/PCM concepts have been

extended to enhance robustness via the MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classification)

method [31]. The MUSIC method considers the response received at each of the

measurement points in series, ultimately forming a response matrix for the entire
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measurement array. Once the response matrix is formed, one can use a variety

of robust techniques from linear algebra (e.g. singular value decomposition) to

infer measurement locations. Holography is another technique that rests upon the

same theoretical basis as TR/PCM, but makes additional assumptions about the

frequency spread and/or the length scale at which measurements are made [93].

Recently, a general Bayesian framework was proposed for obtaining an optimal

basis that minimize the reconstruction error in acoustic source identification prob-

lems [3]. The latter work demonstrated that this framework can be used with

classical acoustic source reconstruction methods. Interestingly, the authors found

that iterative optimization algorithms have not been widely used for source local-

ization in acoustics and elastic wave propagation. This finding contrasts with the

widespread use of large scale optimization theory and algorithms in other inverse

problems, including source identification in contaminant transport as discussed

next.

Iterative optimization methods have been widely used for source localization

problems in mass/heat transport problems. It is important to recognize that the

TR/PCM concepts do not apply to these problems due to their mathematical

structure. Source identification in mass/heat transport problems are oftentimes

solved with general methods for Partial Differential Equation (PDE) constrained

optimization [1]. Gradient-based PDE-constrained optimization methods are very

general and robust and can efficiently handle problems with a large number of

unknowns. Biologically inspired algorithms, such as the Particle Swarm Method

[43, 49], have also been successfully used for source localization in mass transport

problems. These algorithms are very simple to implement, are nonintrusive to

existing codes, and can find global minima. However, their main drawback is

the large computational cost when the objective function is expensive to evaluate
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and also they suffer from the curse of dimensionality. An interesting intuitive

approach that uses qualitative reasoning and search rules to seek odor locations was

presented in [58]. Bayesian methods have also been used for source localization and

quantification of uncertainty [74]. All optimization-based methods are iterative in

nature and, hence, call for the solution of complex and often expensive simulations

multiple times.

In this work, we propose a non-iterative technique for fast source localization.

Our aim is to develop a general, easy-to-implement, simple, and robust approach

that can be used in a wide variety of physical problems. While the proposed method

can be used on its own, it could also be used to seed a more conventional iterative

method. Our proposed method is based on the notion of the existence of a Source

Sensitivity (SS) or Source Derivative (SD) field that represents perturbations to

a cost functional caused by the appearance of hypothetical infinitesimal sources.

We show in this work how to compute such a field, and that it can be used in

source localization problems. Once equipped with a source sensitivity field, we

scrutinize regions where this sensitivity field attains extrema, as these are taken

as indicators of the “true” locations of sources. Furthermore, we develop a general

mathematical formulation that can be applied to any linear system, irrespective of

the physics involved. However, for the sake of simplicity and clarity, we will limit

the scope of our work to steady-state conditions, but extensions of our proposed

approach to the time domain are possible. We would like to emphasize that our

main goal is to find the location of sources without much regard for their intensity.

Mathematically, the inverse problem at hand can be thought of as one in which

the support of a function is the main unknown. Hence, we will focus on problems

in which sources are indeed localized (i.e. the support is significantly smaller than

the domain size).
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It is important to highlight that the terminology “Source Sensitivity” (SS)

should not be confused with the conventional directional derivatives that appear

in PDE-constrained optimization formulations. Although we will show that the SS

can be derived from concepts found in PDE-constrained optimization, our intention

is to associate this terminology with perturbations of the cost functional to the

appearance of infinitesimal sources. Therefore, the reader, from here on, should

interpret “Source Sensitivity” (SS) as such.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. The general math-

ematical formulation of the forward problem is given in Section 2.1.1. In the

latter section, we present a general abstract form of the forward problem, and also

show particular examples in the form of elastodynamics and mass/heat transport

problems. We describe the corresponding inverse problem in Section 2.2.1. The

source sensitivity idea is presented in Section 2.2.1, including two different ap-

proaches for deriving the SS field: a direct and a Lagrangian approach. Finally,

we show numerical examples that demonstrate the feasibility of the method in

Section 2.3. Specifically, we consider acoustic waves, elastic waves, and advection-

diffusion problems. We will show how our method fares given sparse and/or noisy

measurements. We also discuss how the selection of measurement points affects

the solution, and how sensitivity can be influenced by the physics governing the

forward problem. Concluding remarks are given in Section 2.4.
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2.1 Background

2.1.1 The Forward Problem

We consider arbitrary sesquilinear operators A(·, ·), which act on weakly differen-

tiable functions over Ω ⊂ Rn. We allow mixed boundary conditions and assume

the Neumann/Dirichlet/Robin portions of the boundary are known. Without loss

of generality, we assume that the Dirichlet conditions are homogeneous. We will

work with general variational problems of the form, find u ∈ V , such that

A(u,v) = 〈f ,v〉+ 〈h,v〉∂ΩN , ∀v ∈ V (2.1)

where

V =
{
v : v ∈ H1(Ω), v = 0 on ∂ΩD

}
. (2.2)

We also require the forcing functions to be square integrable. Specifically,

f ∈ F =
{
f : f ∈ L2(Ω)

}
, (2.3)

h ∈ H =
{
h : h ∈ L2

(
∂ΩN

)}
. (2.4)

The right hand side of (2.1) is defined in terms of the standard inner products over

the interior of the domain and the Neumann boundary of the domain, respectively,

as

〈f ,v〉 =

∫
Ω

f · v dΩ (2.5)

〈h,v〉∂ΩN =

∫
∂ΩN

h · v d(∂ΩN) (2.6)

Note that v denotes that complex conjugate of v. The h that appears on the right

hand side of (2.1) is a Neumann condition acting on the Neumann portion of the

boundary ∂ΩN . We also denote the adjoint of A(·, ·) by A∗(·, ·), which is defined
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as,

A∗(u,v) = A(v,u), ∀u,v. (2.7)

We assume that A(·, ·) satisfies the Babuska-Brezzi (BB) conditions [72]. There-

fore, the solution u is bounded and unique. We make the further assumption that

the adjoint operator A∗(·, ·) also satisfies the BB conditions.

In this work, we consider two specific forward problems: steady-state elastody-

namics and steady-state advection-diffusion. These two model problems will allow

us to demonstrate the broad applicability of the proposed method. In this section,

we show details of their formulations, which will be later used in the numerical

section of this work.

Frequency Domain Elastodynamics

The steady-state harmonic response of a forced linear elastic body is described by

∇ · (C : ∇u) + ρω2u = f , x ∈ Ω (2.8)

C : ∇u · n = h, x ∈ ∂ΩN (2.9)

u = 0, x ∈ ∂ΩD (2.10)

BRu = 0, x ∈ ∂ΩR (2.11)

where n is the normal direction on ∂Ω; ∂ΩN represents the Neumann portion

of the boundary; the function h represents surface forces; ∂ΩD is the Dirichlet

portion of the boundary where u is specified to be equal to 0; and BR is a linear

operator defined on ∂ΩR, representing an absorbing condition. We can split the

operator BR into a differential portion, B′, and an algebraic portion, Bu. In order

for this problem to be well defined, ∂ΩN , ∂ΩD, and ∂ΩR are non-overlapping and

their union is all of ∂Ω. C is the (fourth order) elasticity tensor describing the
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underlying material. The corresponding weak formulation is to find u ∈ V such

that

A(u,v) = 〈l,v〉, ∀v ∈ V (2.12)

where

A(u,v) =

∫
Ω

∇u : C : ∇v − ρω2u · v dΩ +

∫
∂ΩR

Buu · v d(∂Ω) (2.13)

〈l,v〉 =

∫
Ω

f · v dΩ +

∫
∂ΩN

h · v d(∂Ω). (2.14)

The analogous weak formulation for acoustics problems can be found in [36] and

is not shown here for the sake of brevity. The presence of an absorbing boundary

condition will render this operator not self adjoint.

Mass/Heat Transport (Advection-Diffusion).

The boundary value problem for advection-diffusion is given as

D∆u− a · ∇u+ f = 0, x ∈ Ω (2.15)

u = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω (2.16)

where D is the diffusivity of the media and a is the velocity field. The correspond-

ing weak formulation is to find u ∈ V such that

A(u, v) = 〈f, v〉, ∀v ∈ V , (2.17)

where

A(u, v) =

∫
Ω

D(∇u · ∇v) + v(a · ∇u) dΩ (2.18)

〈f, v〉 =

∫
Ω

fv dΩ. (2.19)
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Observe that the bilinear form is not self adjoint in this case. The adjoint

bilinear form is given as

A∗(u, v) =

∫
Ω

D∇u · ∇v − u(a · ∇v) dΩ (2.20)

Notice that, without loss of generality, we will consider only interior sources (i.e.

only prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions) in advection-diffusion problems.

2.2 Formulation of the Source Sensitivity Approach

2.2.1 Inverse Problem Statement

The inverse problem contrasts with the forward problem in that we have informa-

tion about the solution u over some part of the domain, and need to identify the

support of some unknown sources. We assume knowledge of a measured field uM

on some subset of the domain, which is denoted as ΩM. We further assume that

uM is a measurement of uTrue, where uTrue satisfies the forward problem exactly

for some fTrue and hTrue. Our goal is to determine the support of fTrue and hTrue,

denoted supp(fTrue) and supp(hTrue) respectively, based on our measurements. In

order to determine supp(fTrue) and supp(hTrue), we define a functional

J(f ,h) =
1

2

∫
ΩM

∣∣u(f ,h)− uM
∣∣2 dΩ, (2.21)

where u(f ,h) satisfies (2.1) for some postulated f and h. The first step in our

proposed approach will be to characterize the perturbation of the cost functional

in (2.21) when a hypothetical infinitesimal source is introduced. The next section

describes the source sensitivity field and approaches to compute it. It is important

to keep in mind that we will take all sources to be square-integrable functions (e.g.

f ∈ L2(Ω), h ∈ L2(∂ΩN)).
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The Source Sensitivity Field.

In this section, we introduce the source sensitivity field. The source sensitivity

field denoted as DT quantifies how the cost functional J changes when we intro-

duce infinitesimal sources. For the sake of clarity and simplicity, we will consider

perturbations in body sources only, as surface sources can be treated in a similar

way. Next, we will consider two approaches to determine an expression for the

source sensitivity DT : a direct approach and a Lagrangian approach.

The direct approach. To derive an expression for the source sensitivity

DT (x,K), consider a localized source δf defined as

δf = KχB(x,ε), (2.22)

where K is a vector that defines a direction, χA is an indicator function of the set

A ⊂ Ω, and B(x, ε) denotes a ball centered at x with radius ε.

Given the form of the source perturbation, (2.22), we seek a source sensitivity

field, DT (x,K), such that

J(f + δf) = J(f) + µ(ε)DT (x,K) + o(µ(ε)), (2.23)

where x is the center of the support of δf , ε is the characteristic length of the

support of δf , and µ(ε) is a given positive function such that

lim
ε→0

µ(ε)→ 0. (2.24)

By definition o(µ(ε)) means

lim
ε→0

o(µ(ε))

µ(ε)
→ 0. (2.25)
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We begin by computing the Gâteaux derivative of the cost functional J in the

direction of an arbitrary localized body source δf as

DJ · δf =
1

2

d

dη

[∫
ΩM

∣∣u(f + ηδf)− uM
∣∣2 dΩ

]
η=0

=
1

2

d

dη

[∫
ΩM

∣∣u(f) + ηu(δf)− uM
∣∣2 dΩ

]
η=0

(2.26)

where we have invoked linearity of u in its first argument in expanding u(f +δf).

Note that η ∈ R. Expanding the modulus in the above integral, we get

DJ · δf =
d

dη

[
J(f) + <

[∫
ΩM

ηu(δf) · (u(f)− uM) dΩ

]
+
η2

2
||u(δf)||2L2

]
η=0

,

(2.27)

where <[g] denotes the real part of g. Carrying out the derivative and substituting

η = 0, we get

DJ · δf = <
[∫

ΩM
u(δf) · (u(f)− uM) dΩ

]
. (2.28)

We now introduce the Green’s tensorG(x,y), corresponding to the operator A(·, ·)

in (2.1), which allows us to express

u(δf) =

∫
Ω

G(x,y)δf(y) dΩ(y). (2.29)

Substituting (2.29) into (2.28), yields

DJ · δf = <
[∫

ΩM

[∫
Ω

G(x,y)δf(y) dΩ(y)

]
· (u(f)− uM) dΩ(x)

]
= <

[∫
Ω

[∫
ΩM
G∗(x,y)

(
u(f)− uM

)
dΩ(x)

]
· δf(y) dΩ(y)

]
. (2.30)

In the last equation, we have switched the order of integration and used the identity

<[a ·Pb] = <[b ·P ∗a]. Where a and b are complex vectors, P is a linear operator

and P ∗ is the adjoint of P . Also, notice that we have introduced the adjoint of the

Green’s tensor, G∗(x,y), which allows us to represent the solution to the adjoint

variational problem: find T ∈ V such that

A∗(T ,w) =

∫
ΩM

(
u(f)− uM

)
·w dΩ, ∀w ∈ U (2.31)
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as the integral

T (y) =

∫
ΩM

G∗(x,y)
(
u(f)− uM

)
dΩ(x). (2.32)

Notice that the test functions for the forward problem, and therefore T , are

constrained to be zero on the Dirichlet boundary. It is also interesting to observe

that (2.31) is the same as the adjoint problem that arises in gradient-based PDE-

constrained optimization formulations [16].

Substituting δf given in (2.22) into (2.30), and using (2.32), yields

DJ · δf = <
[∫

Ω

KχB(x,ε) · T (y) dΩ(y)

]
= <

[∫
B(x,ε)

K · T (y) dΩ(y)

]
. (2.33)

Since T is in V , and hence locally integrable, we can use the Lebesgue differen-

tiation theorem (see Appendix E , Theorem 6 in Reference [35]) to express the

integral in (2.33) (for small ε) as

DJ · δf = <
[
K · T (x)

]
|B(x, ε)|+ o(|B(x, ε)|) (2.34)

where |B(x, ε)| denotes the measure of the ball. Expanding J(f+δf) about J(f),

considering a small ε, and using (2.34), yields

J(f + δf) = J(f) +DJ · δf + o(‖δf‖)

= J(f) + <
[
K · T (x)

]
|B(x, ε)|+ o(|B(x, ε)|) (2.35)

Comparing equations (2.35) and (2.23), we can identify the expression for the

source sensitivity field as

DT (x,K) = <
[
K · T (x)

]
, (2.36)

while µ(ε) = |B(x, ε)|.
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Remark 1 The derivation of the source sensitivity due to surface sources follows

closely the developments shown in this section. The only difference in the final

result would be that B(x, ε) ⊂ ∂ΩN , and T (x) takes values over ∂ΩN . Since T (x)

is computed the same way for both surface and body sources, we can compute the

source sensitivity field DT (x,K) for both cases simultaneously and consider its

values over Ω ∪ ∂ΩN .

Remark 2 It is important to bear in mind that our asymptotic expansion of the

cost functional J assumes that a source has vanishing support. Therefore, we expect

that our reconstruction method can be used only in cases in which true sources are

localized.

The Lagrangian viewpoint. In this section, we present an alternate derivation

of the source sensitivity DT (x,K) by means of a Lagrangian. Our approach is to

use a Lagrangian to derive DJ · δf , which, as in the previous section, allows us to

arrive an expression for DT (x,K) by using asymptotic arguments. Consider the

Lagrangian functional

L(u,λ,f) =
1

2

∫
ΩM

∣∣u− uM
∣∣2 dΩM + < [A(u,λ)− 〈f ,λ〉] . (2.37)

As before, u ∈ V and f ∈ F . We can interpret the function λ ∈ V as a Lagrange

multiplier used to enforce the forward variational problem. Formally, L : V ×

V × F → R. We proceed by taking variations of L with respect to u and λ,

subsequently setting them equal to zero for all directions δu ∈ V and δλ ∈ V , and

finally obtaining an expression for DJ · f . First, taking the variation of L with

respect to λ, we get

DL · δλ = < [A(u, δλ)− 〈f , δλ〉] (2.38)
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Setting (2.38) equal to zero for all δλ, we recover the forward variational problem

in (2.1). That is, find u ∈ V such that

A(u, δλ) = 〈f , δλ〉, ∀δλ ∈ V (2.39)

Next, we take the variation of L with respect to u as

DL · δu = <
[
A(δu,λ)−

∫
ΩM
δu · (u− uM) dΩ

]
(2.40)

= <
[
A∗(λ, δu)−

∫
ΩM

(u− uM) · δu dΩ

]
. (2.41)

Setting (2.41) equal to zero for all δu ∈ V , results in the variational problem: find

λ ∈ V such that

A∗(λ, δu) =

∫
ΩM

(u− uM) · δu dΩ, ∀δu ∈ V . (2.42)

The problem in (2.42) is the same as the adjoint variational problem that we

encountered in (2.31). Taking u and λ such that they satisfy the forward and

adjoint problems in Eqs. (2.39) and (2.42), respectively, we can conclude that (for

these u and λ)

DL · δf = DJ · δf . (2.43)

Now, taking the variation of L with respect to f , we arrive at

DJ · δf = DL · δf = <〈δf ,λ〉 (2.44)

Notice that from (2.31) and (2.42), we can infer that λ ≡ T . Substituting T and

(2.22) into Eq. (2.44), we arrive again at (2.33). Then, we can proceed as in the

previous section. That is, we use the approximation in (2.34) with (2.33) to arrive

at the expression for DT (x,K) given in (2.36).
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Source localization strategy based on the source sensitivity.

Up to this point, we have derived an expression for the source sensitivity field,

DT (x,K). In this section, we describe a procedure for estimating the location

of sources by means of this source sensitivity. This approach is influenced by the

Topological Derivative concept used in inverse scattering problems [21, 36, 10],

materials/defect identification problems [22, 19], and topology optimization [85].

While the source sensitivity approach is theoretically independent from the topo-

logical derivative, we consider the same thresholding heuristic, as both techniques

seek to infer macroscopic change from infinitesimal perturbations. That is, we

postulate that since large negative values of the source sensitivity field cause com-

mensurate reductions of the cost functional J in (2.23), the source sensitivity field

will attain large negative values where “true” sources are located. Guided by

this insight, we will look for regions in Ω ∪ ∂Ω where DT (x,K) is most negative.

Furthermore, recalling that DT (x,K) = <
[
K · T (x)

]
, we will show that we can

estimate, not only the location of a source, but also its direction (i.e. K). Next,

we describe the two main components of our source localization approach: 1) the

computation of the source sensitivity DT (x,K), and 2) the post-processing of this

field to estimate the location and the direction of sources.

We have shown that the computation of the source sensitivity field, DT (x,K),

requires knowledge only of the adjoint field T or λ. In general, obtaining the

adjoint field requires the solution of two variational problems. Specifically, we need

to first compute the state field u by solving the forward problem in (2.39), and then,

knowing u, we need to obtain the adjoint field T by solving the adjoint problem

in (2.42). However, using the linearity of the problem, we can effectively eliminate

the need for solving the forward problem by considering a source-free domain as
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our base state. That is, our base state will be described by f = h = 0, implying

u = 0. Hence, the computation of the source sensitivity field, DT (x,K), reduces

to the solution of the adjoint problem (2.42) (with u = 0) and the evaluation of

(2.36).

Having obtained the adjoint field T , we can compute the source sensitivity as

DT (x,K) = <
[
K · T (x)

]
. Since K is simply the direction of the source, we can

take it to be a unit vector. That is, K ∈ {z ∈ Cd : |z| = 1}, where d describes

the dimension of the field. Intuitively, the vector K that minimizes <
[
K · T (x)

]
at a point x aligns with −T . Hence, we define the direction for which the source

sensitivity will be minimal at a given point as

K(x) =
−T (x)

|T (x)|
. (2.45)

Using (2.45) in the definition of the source sensitivity, (2.36), yields

D̂T (x) = min
K

DT (x,K)

= min
K
<
[
K T (x)

]
=
−T (x)T (x)

|T (x)|

= −|T (x)|. (2.46)

The above expression indicates that true sources will likely be found in regions

where |T (x)| is large. Based on the approach presented in [10], we define an

indicator function DTα(x) that will allow us to identify/isolate the location of the

true sources. This indicator function is defined as

DTα(x) =


D̂T (x) if D̂T (x) ≤ αD̂min

T (x)

0 if D̂T (x) > αD̂min
T

(2.47)

where D̂min
T (x) = minx D̂T (x) and α ∈ (0, 1) is a threshold value.
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Assume that, using the indicator function defined above, we have identified n

regions Ωi, i = 1, ..., n, that contain sources. Furthermore, assume that only one

source is present in each region. Then, using Eq. (2.45), we can define an average,

constant direction, K̂i, for a source over region Ωi as

K̂i = −

∫
Ωαi
T (x) dΩ∣∣∣∫Ωαi
T (x) dΩ

∣∣∣ (2.48)

If there are multiple smaller sources in Ωi, we will seek to reconstruct a single

direction that amalgamates the contributions from the individual sources. As we

will see later in Section (2.3), we may use different values of α for identifying the

different regions Ωi.

Remark 3 In steady-state elastodynamics and acoustics, we might have informa-

tion over multiple frequencies ωi, i = 1, ...,m. In this case, it is straightforward

to show that we can simply add the contributions over multiple frequencies. That

is, for each ω we determine T (x, ω) and then compute the quantities defined in

(2.46)-(2.48) from the sum

T̃ (x) =
∑
ω

T (x, ω). (2.49)

We found that this approach is very effective in practice, and this is how we will

use information across multiple frequencies in the numerical examples section

2.3 Numerical examples

In this section, we present numerical examples that demonstrate the salient fea-

tures of the proposed source sensitivity method. To demonstrate the generality

of our approach, we selected example problems from the areas of elastodynam-

ics, acoustics, and mass transport. Furthermore, we study the performance of the
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method in the face of noise, sparse information, and multiple sources, among other

challenges.

In some of the examples, we added noise to the simulated data as

ũM
i = uM

i (1 + ηiβ) (2.50)

where ηi are independent identically distributed standard normal random variables

and β is the noise level.

2.3.1 Acoustics and elastodynamics examples

In this set of examples, we consider steady-state acoustics and elastodynamics

problems. We use the same domain for all the examples in this section. Specif-

ically, the domain for these examples is composed of a hemisphere of radius 1,

symmetric about the Y axis, and extending along the negative Y axis. A radia-

tion condition is specified on the spherical portion of the boundary to simulate a

semi-infinite medium. In the subsequent examples, we considered two sets of mea-

surement points: Set A, consisting of points arranged in 7 concentric circles on the

flat portion of the boundary, and Set B, consisting points arranged in only three

concentric circles. The arrangement of measurement points can be seen in Figures

(2.1(a)) and (2.1(b)), respectively. The domain was finely meshed with 162,931

linear tetrahedral finite elements, and the simulated data was generated with this

mesh. We then interpolated the simulated data onto a coarser mesh consisting of

53,718 linear tetrahedral elements with no a priori information of the true source

locations. In the acoustics examples, we used a medium with unit wave speed,

while in the elasticity problems we used a unit Young’s modulus and a Poisson’s

ratio of 0.2. In all examples, we used frequencies, ωi, i = 1, .., 5, in the rage from 1
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(a) Sensor Set A (b) Sensor Set B

Figure 2.1: Top view of the domain displaying the sensors locations. a) Set
A: seven concentric rings of points, b) Set B: three concentric
ring of points.

Experiment α Estimated Direction(s) True Direction(s)
Acoustic Monopole
(Dense Meas.) 0.85 0.87 + 0.49i 1
Acoustic Monopole
(Sparse Meas.) 0.85 0.88 + 0.47i 1
Acoustic Monopole
(Sparse Noisy Meas.) 0.85 0.88 + 0.47i 1
Acoustic Dipole
(Sparse Noisy Meas.) 0.85 0.86 + 0.50i, -0.88- 0.47i 1, -1
Elastic Dipole

(Sparse Noisy Meas.) 0.85

−0.02 + 0.01i
−0.59 + 0.17i
−0.74 + 0.27i

,

0.65− 0.11i
0.05 + 0.02i
0.75− 0.08i

  0
−0.71
−0.71

,

0.71
0

0.71


Table 2.1: We see the list of steady state acoustic and elastic wave experi-

ments along with reconstruction threshold α.

to 3 in intervals of 0.5.

First, we studied the reconstruction of a single volumetric source (i.e.

monopole) in an acoustic medium using the larger measurement set (Set A), and

with no noise added to the simulated data. The true source was taken as a pos-
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(a) Monopole Location (b) Dipole Locations

Figure 2.2: Top view of domain with monopole and dipole locations for
acoustic and elasticity examples

itive, real, spherical monopole with magnitude of 10, centered at (0.5,−0.5, 0),

and radius of 0.1, as shown in Fig. (2.2(a)). The results of this and subsequent

examples are summarized in Table 2.1. For each example, we show the threshold

constant, α, the true source direction, and the estimated source direction. Figure

(2.3(a)) shows a plot of the thresholded source sensitivity field (see Eq. (2.47))

overlaid on top of the true source location. We can see from the this Figure that

the location of the monopole was accurately identified as the thresholded source

sensitivity field coincides with the location of the true source. The latter result

corresponds to a threshold constant α = 0.85. During the course of this inves-

tigation, we studied the sensitivity of the reconstruction to different values of α

and found that the identified location did not change significantly for a wide range

of values of α, confirming the robustness of the method. We do not show these

results herein for the sake of brevity.

We also studied the effect of reducing the number of sensor locations on the

performance of the proposed algorithm. To this end, we used the sensors in Set
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(a) Sensor Set A, no noise (b) Sensor Set B, no noise (c) Sensor Set B, 10% noise

Figure 2.3: Plot of the thresholded source sensitivity for a monopole in an
acoustic medium using different combinations of sensor locations
and noise levels.

B, which consisted of three concentrical rings of points on the top of the domain,

and the case of a single monopole in an acoustic medium. Figure 2.3(b) shows the

thresholded source sensitivity for the current case, using a value of α = 0.85. As

seen from this Figure, the algorithm was able to locate the source accurately even

in this case where fewer sensors were used.

We also explored the effect of noise on the proposed algorithm. For this, we

added noise to the simulated data using β = 0.1 in Eq. (2.50). For this case, we

again used the single monopole from the previous cases, the sensor locations in Set

B, and α = 0.85. Figure 2.3(c) shows the thresholded field corresponding to this

case (noise + sensors in Set B). We can see that, again, the source location was

correctly identified, confirming the robustness of the proposed algorithm in the

face of sparse sensor information and noise. We can see in Figure 2.3(c) that the

source was localized with similar accuracy as for the noiseless cases. This outcome

was expected as the adjoint field T is a linear function of the measurements, and

Gaussian noise will not affect its expected value. Moreover, it is not difficult to

show that the effect of Gaussian noise in the covariance of T is proportional to the

square of the noise level (i.e. β2).
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Figure 2.4: In this image we see the reconstructed location of the two acoustic
monopoles from sparse, noisy measurements.

In our next acoustics example, we added a second spherical monopole centered

at (0,−0.5, 0.5) with a radius of 0.1. The magnitude of this second monopole was

chosen to be the same as the first one (i.e. 10 ), but its direction was opposite to

the first one. Figure 2.2(b) shows the position of the two monopoles considered

in this example. For this example, we used the sparser set of measurements (Set

B), α = 0.85, and added noise using β = 0.1. Figure 2.4 shows the thresholded

source sensitivity for the dipole reconstruction case. We observe from this Figure

that the locations of the two sources were accurately reconstructed. Moreover, the

directionality of the sources was also accurately estimated as seen in Table 2.1.

We would like to mention that a negative sign in the context of acoustics signifies

a sink, which rarely appears in practical problems. Nonetheless, we wanted to

illustrate the generality of the proposed approach in identifying multiple sources

and of different nature.

The next example considers the problem of source identification in an elastic

medium. These problems are somewhat more complex than the acoustics ones as

sources are vector-valued. For the elastic wave propagation example, we consid-
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Figure 2.5: In this image we see the reconstructed location of the two elastic
monopoles given sparse noisy measurements.

ered two spherical sources in the same semi-infinite domain that was used in the

acoustics examples. These sources were located in the same positions as those in

the last acoustics example. We took both sources as real-valued with unit magni-

tude. The true direction of the source located along the X axis was (0,−1,−1),

while the direction of the one located along the Y axis was (1, 0, 1) (See Figure

2.2). We used for this case the sensor locations in Set B (three concentric circles),

and assumed that displacements were measured in all three degrees of freedom at

each of the sensor locations. Furthermore, we added noise to the simulated data

using β = 0.1. The threshold plot for the computed source sensitivity for this case

is shown in Figure 2.5. As in the previous examples, we can see from this plot

that the two sources were correctly located. Moreover, we can observe in Table 2.1

that the directions of the sources were identified with reasonable accuracy. Notice

that in general we take the direction K to be complex-valued, and, as expected,

the imaginary component for the direction of the source in the present example is

significantly smaller than the real part.
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Remark 4 We would like to point out that the concept of the Phase Conjugation

Mirror (PCM) used in steady-state acoustics problems, which is analogous to Time

Reversal (TR) for transient problems, has been successfully used for source recon-

struction. The PCM is well established from both the theoretical and experimental

points of view [38], [65], [48], [93], [31]. However, one restricting assumption re-

quired by the PCM/TR theory is that of an ergodic cavity. For instance, problems

involving strongly dissipative media violate this assumption and PCM/TR methods

would not perform well in this case. In contrast, our proposed approach is de-

rived from a more general perspective and, hence, is applicable to problems where

PCM/TR approaches breakdown.

2.3.2 Advection-Diffusion

We now turn to examples drawn from the area of mass or energy transport under

steady-state conditions. Specifically, we consider advection-diffusion boundary-

value problems. The strong form of the forward problem was defined in (2.15)-

(2.16), while the corresponding variational formulation was given in (2.17). The

purpose of the examples presented in this section is to show how our proposed ap-

proach applies seamlessly to problems stemming from significantly different phys-

ical principles (e.g. wave propagation and mass transport). Notice that in our in-

verse problem formulation we assumed linearity and well-posedness of the forward

variational problem in a general, abstract sense. The fundamental mathematical

difference between advection-diffusion and wave propagation formulations is the

presence of odd-order derivatives in advection-diffusion.

For the advection-diffusion examples, we considered a square, two-dimensional

domain with dimensions 1 × 1. We enforced a homogeneous Dirichlet condition
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over the entire boundary, and used a constant unit diffusivity. For generating

the simulated data, we discretized the domain using a 200 by 200 grid of bilinear

finite elements. The data was then interpolated onto a coarser 100 by 100 grid

(also of bilinear elements) for solving the source localization problem. We would

like to point out that this interpolation to a coarser grid represents our way of

corrupting the simulated data in the advection-diffusion examples. Measurement

points were taken to be in a 9 by 9 grid of points uniformly distributed over the

domain. Specifically, measurement points were taken at multiples of 0.1 units in

each spacial dimension.

We studied the performance of the method for various conditions, including

multiple sources/sinks, different flow directions, and different Péclet numbers. We

used the following definition for the Péclet number, Pe.

Pe =
L×maxi |ai|

D
, (2.51)

where L is a characteristic length of the domain. In the examples presented herein,

we take L = 1 and D = 1. A large Péclet number characterizes advection-

dominated flows, while a low one is related to diffusion-dominated transport. In

the following examples, we consider the influence of the Péclet number on the iden-

tifiability of the source location and the role of the sensor locations. A summary

of the results presented in this section is given in Table 2.2.

Advection-diffusion problem with single source First, we considered a cir-

cular source located at the bottom left corner of the domain as shown in Fig.

2.6(a). The source had a radius of 0.1 and was centered at the location (0.2, 0.2).

The intensity of the source was taken as 10 units. The velocity field was taken as

constant throughout the domain with components (1, 1), i.e. the flow occurred
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(a) Source Location (b) Source and Sink Locations

Figure 2.6: True sources used in the advection-diffusion (transport) exam-
ples.

Experiment α Estimated Direction(s) True Direction(s)
Source, a = (1, 1) 0.8 1 1
Source, a = (10, 10) 0.8 1 1
Source/Sink, a = (1, 1) 0.65, 0.55 1,-1 1,-1
Source/Sink, a = (10, 10) 0.75, 0.2 1,-1 1,-1
Source/Sink, a = (10, 0) 0.65 1,-1 1,-1

Table 2.2: We see the list of advection-diffusion experiments along with ve-
locity a and reconstruction threshold α.

from the bottom left corner to the top right. We first consider Pe = 1, which we

took as our lower Péclet number case.

A threshold plot of the source sensitivity field obtained for the present case and

using α = 0.80, is shown in Fig. 2.7(a). We observe that the reconstructed source

location is close to the true location, but there is just a small overlap of the two

regions (i.e true and reconstructed locations). We can conclude that for this case

the source sensitivity field does not locate the true source with high accuracy. This

result may be explained by the sparsity of the sensors and the diffusion-dominated
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(a) a = (1, 1) (b) a = (10, 10)

Figure 2.7: Threshold plots of the source sensitivity field for the advection-
diffusion problem with a single source.

(i.e. low Pe) nature of the forward and adjoint solutions. That is, the source may

be felt only by sensors in its vicinity, or in other words, the sensitivity of sensors

away from the source to changes in the state variable is small. Hence, given the

ill-posedness of the problem, the sensed information seem to be inadequate for an

accurate reconstruction. If the later arguments are valid, we would expect that a

more accurate reconstruction can be obtained either by increasing the number of

sensors around the source or by increasing the Péclet number. As we will see in

the next example, this is indeed the case.

We would like to point out that resolving the direction of the source (i.e.

distinguishing between a source and a sink) is simpler in the case of advection-

diffusion problems as it amounts to determining the sign of the adjoint field T in

a given region. Notice that for the current example we do indeed conclude that

there is a source in the bottom left corner of the domain (See Table 2.2).

We studied the case in which the flow becomes advection-dominated by in-
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creasing the Péclet number by a factor of 10. Specifically, we used a velocity

vector with components (10, 10). As per our previous example, we expect that, in

an advection-dominated flow, information can travel farther away from the source

location than in a diffusion-dominated case. That is, for the the same threshold pa-

rameter and sensor placement as the diffusion-dominated case, we expect that the

reconstruction accuracy in an advection-dominated flow should increase as more

sensors would perceive the presence of the source. We can see from Fig. 2.7(b)

that this is indeed the case. That is, the reconstructed location now intersects the

support of the true source. Also, the direction of the source is correctly identified

as can be seen in Table 2.2. It is important to keep in mind that the sparsity of

the sensors still plays a significant role in the accuracy, which may be a reason for

the small size of the reconstructed location as compared to the true source. It is

expected that increasing the number of sensors would have a further positive effect

on the accuracy of the solution.

Advection-diffusion problem with source and sink We now consider a

problem with a source and a sink in the domain used in the previous example.

The sink was modeled as a circle with radius of 0.1 units, constant intensity (-10

units), and centered at (0.2, 0.8). The configuration studied in the present example

can be seen in Fig. 2.6(b). First, we considered the case in which the velocity

components were (1, 1). Notice that locating sources and sinks using the proposed

approach can be carried out in separate steps as sources are expected to be located

in regions where the adjoint field, T , is positive, while sinks are expected to be

located in regions where this field is negative. Also, by considering positive and

negative regions separately, we can use different values of the threshold parameter

for each case. For the present case we used α = 0.65 for the source and α = 0.55
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for the sink. We studied many different combinations of these values and selected

these for illustration purposes only. Recall that increasing and decreasing alpha

just shrinks or broadens, respectively, the support of the source/sink.

The reconstructed locations of the source and sink for the present case are

shown in Fig. 2.8(a). Notice that both locations are identified correctly. Further-

more, the signs of the sources/sinks are correctly identified as can be seen in Table

2.2. As in the case of the single source, the locations of the source and sink are

shifted with respect to the true ones. This result, again, may be attributed to the

sensor locations and the diffusion-dominated flow.

The lower values of the thresholding parameter α used in this case reflect the

fact that the contours of the adjoint field had mild slopes in the regions where

they attain their extrema. The latter can be interpreted also from the point of

view of lack of sensitivity, in general, of the sensed quantity to changes in the

source/sink locations, which in turn, may be attributed to the combination of

diffusion-dominated flow and sparsity of sensors. During the course of our nu-

merical investigations, we noticed that the magnitudes of gradients of the adjoint

field near extrema were correlated with the identifiability of sources/sinks loca-

tions. That is, when extrema of the adjoint field occurred in steep-slope regions,

sources/sink supports were easily identified, while the opposite was also true. How-

ever, some mathematical analysis is needed to determine whether these observa-

tions hold in general. In spite of the lack of an analytical justification, intuitively,

we can observe that high values of α should be used in regions of the adjoint field

that have steep slopes, while low values should be used when gentle slopes occur.

Lastly, notice that, based on the foregoing arguments and because of gentler slopes

in the sink region, we have used a lower value of α for the sink (located in the top
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(a) a = (1, 1) (b) a = (10, 10) (c) a = (10, 0)

Figure 2.8: Threshold plots of the source sensitivity for the advection-
diffusion problem with a source and a sink.

left corner). Since the flow occurs from the bottom left corner to the top right, it

is expected that more sensors would be affected by the source than by the sink,

which is in agreement with our statements about the connection between measured

information and gradients of the adjoint field in the regions where it attains its

extrema.

We studied the performance of the algorithm in the face of an advection-

dominated flow for the case of source/sink localization. To this end, we used a

velocity field with components (10, 10), which corresponds to an increase of ten

fold with respect to the diffusion-dominated case used in the previous example.

Fig. 2.8(b) shows a threshold plot of the source sensitivity for the present case.

In this problem, we used α = 0.2 for the negative regions of the adjoint field and

α = 0.75 for the positive regions. We can see that the locations of the source and

sink were correctly identified, and, furthermore, the correct signs were identified

as seen in Table 2.2.

In the present case, there was a significant difference in the values of the thresh-

old parameter α used for the source and sink reconstructions. First notice, that
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a higher α was used for the source in the present case than the one used for the

same source in the diffusion-dominated case. This value of α was chosen due to

the occurrence of steeper slopes of the adjoint field over regions where it attained

positive values. On the other hand, a much lower value of α had to be used to

locate the sink because of much gentler slopes of the adjoint field in the advection-

dominated flow case. Again, these results can be explained from the sensitivity

of measured quantities to the presence of the source or sink. That is, because of

the flow direction (lower left corner to top right corner), the source is expected

to influence a larger number of sensors (i.e. its information can travel farther).

Intuitively, the opposite would be true for the sink since it is located in the top

right corner of the domain. To further illustrate the foregoing arguments, Fig. 2.9

shows contours of the adjoint field T obtained using velocity components (10, 10)

(i.e. advection-dominated). Notice that steep gradients occur in the region of the

source (lower left corner), while more gradual slopes can be seen in the area of the

sink (top left corner).

As a last example, we studied the reconstruction of a source and a sink, but now

considering a horizontal flow. Specifically, we used a velocity field with components

a = (10, 0). Because of the symmetry in the locations of the source and sink with

respect to the flow direction, we expected to observe equal influence from the

source and sink over the sensed points in the domain. Hence, the magnitude of the

gradients of the adjoint field in the source and sink regions were expected to be

similar, and one value of α could be used for both positive and negative regions.

Fig. 2.8(c) shows a threshold plot of the source sensitivity for the horizontal flow

case. The reconstruction is shown for α = 0.65. As expected, it can be observed

from this plot that both locations were correctly identified using only one value of

the thresholding coefficient α. Furthermore, Table 2.2 shows that the directions
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Figure 2.9: Contours of field T for the advection-diffusion example contain-
ing a source and sink, using a = (10, 10)

of the source and sink were correctly identified as positive and negative signs,

respectively.

2.4 Concluding Remarks

We have developed a source sensitivity strategy for the fast localization of sources

in linear steady-state problems. We have shown through numerical examples that

our proposed approach can be robust, tolerant to noise, and generally applicable

across different physics. We demonstrated the breadth of the source sensitivity

approach in examples drawn from the areas of wave propagation and advection-

diffusion. Our results showed that our proposed approach can be used to identify

both the location and direction (or signs in the scalar case) of sources. Moreover,

we illustrated that different values of the threshold parameter, α, can be used for

different localized sources. Furthermore, the level of the threshold parameter can

be based on the magnitude of the gradients near the extrema of the adjoint field
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(i.e. areas where sources are located). Although qualitative in nature, the proposed

methodology can be used on its own to locate potential areas where sources reside

or to establish initial guesses for other traditional optimization algorithms. In

instances where high accuracy is requires, it its advantageous to use this method

to seed a traditional optimization algorithm. While our proposed technique does

not provide a measure of the error in the solution, using it to seed a conventional

technique, such as gradient based optimization, will likely improve convergence

and also provide traditional error metrics.
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CHAPTER 3

A MODIFIED ERROR IN CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION

APPROACH TO NONLINEAR MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION

3.1 Introduction

Material characterization is an essential component of many scientific and en-

gineering applications. Problems ranging from damage detection, [29], [68], to

biomechanical imaging, [89], [34], to finite element and material model calibration,

[18], [9], all feature material characterization as a fundamental feature. Within the

context of material identification, one can proceed in two distinct ways. One op-

tion is to not make any assumptions about the underlying material. Specifically,

one does not constrain the connection between stress and strain. In instances

where one cannot even postulate a functional form for the constitutive equation,

learning techniques are promising. In [84], neural networks were used to infer the

constitutive relationship. Alternatively, using a priori or expert knowledge, it is

often possible to postulate a functional form for the material constitutive model

of interest. Calibrating such a model, and identifying material parameters using

experimental or other observations remains a challenging problem.

One can use a variety of techniques to identify material parameters, however

some techniques are better suited to specific material models. Much effort has

been given to the case of identifying elastic moduli. An overview of some of the

available techniques for elastic reconstruction can be found in [20]. However, many

phenomena are modeled using more complicated material models, such as hyper-

elastic, viscoelastic, and viscoplastic material models. All of these models are

nonlinear in their stress-strain response. Moreover, viscoelastic and viscoplastic
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demonstrate material hysteresis when observing the stress-strain response. The

classical approach of postulating the identification problem mathematically as a

least squares minimization problem has proven to be a very general technique,

applicable for arbitrary constitutive models. Using least squares functionals has

proven effective even when characterizing complex viscoplastic material models

[64], [63].

For large scale problems, it is often advantageous to impose some regularity

on the reconstructed solution. Various techniques exist to achieve this. A regu-

larizer is tuned by a user, and aids a user in addressing issues commonly faced

in inverse problems, such as sparse measurements, measurement noise, or solution

stability [83]. Tikhonov regularization augments the objective functional with a

regularization term [75], [30]. As regularizers often depend on user input, there

are methods to tune a regularizer to a specific problem. One popular choice is

the L-curve method [55]. Statistical regularization techniques are another robust

approach, but might require assumptions about the underlying noise model, [86].

Regardless of the specific method, regularization imposes additional constraints on

the inverse problem in order to bring advantageous properties to the reconstruction

algorithm.

An emerging technique for both linear and nonlinear material identification is

the use functionals based on the Error in Constitutive Equation (ECE). Originally,

this technique was developed to quantify error in finite element solutions [60], and

then adapted to material Identification, specifically in the time harmonic case [59].

The ECE method centers on weakly enforcing the material constitutive relation.

Specifically, one allows errors to persist in how stress and strain are related. Iden-

tifying linear materials with static data [39], as well as nonlinear materials with

quasi-static data [62] can both be achieved with this method. This class of tech-
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niques is robust to noise in both the linear and nonlinear transient case [37], [69].

Analogous methods have been used in other physical and mathematical constructs

aside from structural mechanics [57], [56]. The ECE and related objective func-

tionals provide an alternative to classical least squares with several salient features,

including a fundamental physical justification and intuition. Energy functionals

have also been shown to have advantageous analytical properties [40]. Moreover, in

heterogeneous identification problems they have been shown to accurately identify

sharp material discontinuities accurately [8].

The computational framework offered by PDE constrained optimization is ro-

bust and scalable. The above techniques reformulate the material identification

problem as a minimization problem through the construction of a cost functional.

Once the cost functional is in hand, one can use a wide array of numerical op-

timization algorithms from Newton and quasi-Newton to quadratic programming

and sequential quadratic programming and others [70]. One can satisfy the opti-

mality conditions using so called full space or all-at-once approaches, [15], [77], yet

for time domain problems this class of approaches requires solving coupled space-

time, potentially nonlinear, systems of equations. Thus it naturally builds upon

space-time finite element forward solvers. Analogously, reduced space, iterative,

methods are efficient alternatives [80]. Reduced space iterative approaches can

naturally adapt existing finite element modeling codes which use finite elements to

discretize space and numerical integrators to march through time. The required

gradient of the objective functional can be obtained by solving an adjoint equation

[50]. The adjoint equation approach is efficient, scalable, and robust.

While linear material identification problems can be posed in both the fre-

quency domain and the time domain, nonlinear material identification problems

are naturally formulated in the time domain. While our formulation considers
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general history-dependent nonlinear materials, we highlight the Iwan constitutive

model, [82], [4], as an interesting example. Iwan models were conceived to model

lap-type joint interactions. That is, they model the interface interaction between

abutting three dimensional bodies. Iwan models are often used to quantify dissi-

pative nonlinear interactions within an otherwise linear elastic structure. From a

modeling perspective, one attempts to capture much of the nonlinear, complex in-

teractions with Iwan elements, allowing the majority of the structure surrounding

the joint to be modeled with simpler material types. Towards the end goal of devel-

oping a parallelized computational framework for nonlinear material identification

with sparse transient data, we follow the general framework posed postulated for

elastic reconstructions using the Modified Error in Constitutive Equation (MECE)

technique [8]. In contrast to previous ECE formulations, this work focuses on the

discretized model, postulating an analogous error in internal force computation.

This approach subsequently allows us to consider arbitrary contributions to the

internal force computation, e.g. material contributions and lap type joint interface

contributions. Moreover, the internal force computation can be nonlinear, and

have state dependent variables. One can add a material model to be optimized in

this framework in a way that parallels how one adds a new material model in a

finite element code. This framework is scalable and parallelized. While ECE tech-

niques have been used for nonlinear material identification with transient data,

the author is not aware of such a computational framework that naturally handles

arbitrary three dimensional geometries.

The outline for this work will proceed by first defining the forward transient

structural dynamics problem. From here we will discuss the inverse problem for-

mulation and the ECE functional. We will discuss several points of the MECE

algorithm, including selection of regularizing penalty parameter, the bidirection-
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ally coupled forward and adjoint solvers, and implementation details. We will

illustrate the features of the algorithm with several numerical examples, beginning

with simple single element examples and extending to larger examples requiring

parallel computation.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 The Forward Problem

In this section we outline the equations governing the forward evolution of (small

displacement) transient structural dynamics problems. For a more complete treat-

ment see [24]. We let Ω be an open, connected, bounded, subset of R3 denoting the

body. We partition the surface of the body into non overlapping regions, ∂ΩD and

∂ΩN , where we prescribe displacements and surface tractions respectively. The

deformation of the body in the time interval [0, T ] is governed by the balance of

linear momentum. We can write this system as

∇ · σ + b = ρü, (x, t) ∈ Ω× (0, T ] (3.1)

u = 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω× {0} (3.2)

u̇ = 0, (x, t) ∈ Ω× {0} (3.3)

u = 0, x ∈ ∂ΩD (3.4)

σn = τ , x ∈ ∂ΩN (3.5)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor, u denotes displacement, τ denotes surface

tractions, and ü denotes acceleration. In order to connect displacements and stress,

we need a material constitutive model. For the purposes of these derivations, we
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will assume the constitutive relation has the following form,

σ = F (u,d;p) (3.6)

where d is an internal state variable and p are material parameters. Note that

F (·, ·,p) can be a first order differential operator. We do not consider case when

F requires higher order derivatives of u.

While we retain this generality throughout the subsequent derivations, we

specifically consider linear elasticity, the generalization of Hooke’s law. In this

case we define the linearized strain tensor,

ε =
1

2

(
∇u+∇uT

)
. (3.7)

Now we can connect the stress to the strain with the fourth order material tensor,

C,

σ = C : ε. (3.8)

While the most general anisotropic case requires 21 individual material parameters

to fully define C, we only need 2 when the material is isotropic. Specifically, when

the material is isotropic, we can express stress as,

σ = λ Tr(ε) + 2µε (3.9)

where λ and µ are Lamé’s parameters and Tr(·) denotes the trace operator.

3.2.2 Lap Type Joint Interactions

When two independent continua or bodies are bound together at an interface, more

complicated nonlinear forces can arise as a result. Lap type joints arise when two
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materials overlap at an flat interface and are constrained such that components do

not separate in the normal direction. Components can, however, slide tangent to

the interface or rotate about the axis normal to the interface.

We have visualized an abstraction of a one dimensional lap type joint in Figure

3.1. To model this interaction we consider the Iwan joint model [81]. This model

Figure 3.1: Here we see a schematic of a one dimensional lap type joint.
The overlapping blue and orange bars represent the components
being joined by a lap joint. The black double arrow represents
the axis on which the interface interaction occurs. The red arrows
represent potential applied forces.

finds applications emulating frictional interactions at structural component inter-

faces. The Iwan model acts in a single direction, tangent to the interaction surface.

We can conceptualize this model as an infinite array of Jenkins (spring/slider) el-

ements, with yield displacement, φ, distributed with some density ψ(φ). Note

that the concept of a Jenkins element is distinct from the notion of a finite ele-

ment. A Jenkins element is a mere abstraction of a spring/slider unit. We have

visualized an abstracted Jenkins element in 3.2. Each abstract Jenkins element

contains a spring, and a slider plate. We denote the displacement in the Iwan

model as uI , where the subscript I indicates that this displacement corresponds to

an Iwan model. We denote the force resulting from said displacement as f(uI , d).

Specifically, f(uI , d) is a scalar valued function returning force as a function of one

dimensional displacement and a state variable, d. In this model d(φ) represents

the slider displacement for the Jenkins elements indexed by φ. We can evaluate
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Figure 3.2: An abstract Jenkins element consists of a spring and a slider
plate. The red arrow denotes the applied force.

f(uI , d) as

f(uI , d) =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(φ)[uI − d(φ)] dφ (3.10)

ḋ(φ) =


u̇I if |uI − d(φ)| = φ and u̇[uI − d(t, φ)] > 0

0 else
. (3.11)

Note that both ui and d are formally functions of time, and these equations hold

for a time slice. Intuitively, the force response of a single spring/slider element is

a function of the displacement in only the spring component. It is independent of

the displacement in the slider portion of the element. In the integrand of (3.10),

we see the quantity [uI − d(φ)], which is exactly the spring displacement for the

Jenkins element indexed by φ. The force response is a sum over the force con-

tribution from the spring component of each Jenkins element. Moreover, we can

intuitively understand the evolution law in the following way. If the displacement

in the spring is less than φ, then the slider has not reached its yield force, and

the slider velocity and slider displacement does not change. Correspondingly, if

the displacement in the spring is φ, then the slider is at the yield force. If the di-

rection of motion is such that the displacement in the spring would increase, then

the slider velocity matches the displacement velocity such that the displacement

in the spring does not exceed φ.

In order to extend this one dimensional model, to lap joints with a two di-
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mensional interaction surface, we postulate two independent Iwan models for two

orthogonal directions, each tangent to the interaction surface. We assume that the

frictional force in one direction is decoupled from the other. We also model the

rotation about the vector normal to the interaction surface with a torsion spring.

3.2.3 Discretization

Before we derive the weak form of (3.1)-(3.5), we define the following inner prod-

ucts,

(a, b)T =

∫
Ω

a : b dΩ (3.12)

where a, b are second order tensor fields over Ω. Moreover,

(c, e) =

∫
Ω

c · e dΩ (3.13)

(c, e)∂Ω =

∫
∂Ω

c · e d∂Ω (3.14)

where c, e are vectors. In order to derive the weak form of (3.1)-(3.5), we begin

by multiplying (3.1) by a weakly differentiable test function, γ : Ω → R3, and

integrating by parts to obtain,∫
Ω

ρü · γ dΩ +

∫
Ω

σ : (∇γ) dΩ =

∫
Ω

b · γ +

∫
∂ΩN

τ · γ d∂Ω (3.15)

Stated in terms of inner products, we have

(ρü, γ) + (σ, (∇γ))T = (b,γ) + (τ ,γ)∂Ω (3.16)

We seek a finite element solution of the form

uh(t) = [N ]{u(t)} (3.17)
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where [N ] denotes the matrix of shape functions and {u(t)} denotes the nodal

displacements at time t. For a fixed time tk, we know

uh(tk), γ ∈ Vh ⊂ V = {f |f ∈ H1(Ω), and f = 0,x ∈ ∂ΩD} (3.18)

where Vh is the finite element approximation subspace. We can denote nodal

displacements at time slice tk as {u}k = {u(tk)}. Using finite elements to discretize

in space, we arrive at the following equation for every time slice.

[M ]{ük}+ [C]{u̇k}+ {Ik} = {F}k (3.19)

Here, [M ] is the mass matrix,

[M ] =
∑

Elements

∫
Ωe
ρ[N e]T [N e] dΩ (3.20)

and [N e] denotes the matrix of finite element shape functions for element e. We

use the consistent mass matrix throughout the subsequent implementation. Note

that [C] is a damping matrix that arises from some dissipative constitutive models.

It is common to use mass or stiffness (or some linear combination) proportional

damping in modeling structures. We treat it here for the sake of completeness.

Moreover, we note that [M ] and [C] are assumed to be symmetric. {F}k denotes

the external force vector at time slice tk, which is determined through the body

force b and the surface tractions τ . {I}k denotes the internal force vector at nodal

values for time slice tk. This quantity arises through the material constitutive

model and other forces such as interface interactions. We will discuss the evalu-

ation of the internal force vector in Section 3.2.4. We do note here however that

{I}k does depend upon displacement and can be thought of as a function of {u}k.

We use the Newmark Beta method to integrate displacements in time. Specif-

ically, the Newmark Beta equations relate the displacement, velocity, and accel-

eration across time steps. We consider time slices tk in the interval [0, T ], and
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denote

{u̇}k = {v}k (3.21)

{ü}k = {a}k. (3.22)

Substituting these definitions into (3.19), we arrive at

[M ]{a}k + [C]{v}k + {I}k = {F}k (3.23)

The Newmark Beta method is a second order time integration method with the

following scheme,

{u}k+1 = {u}k + ∆t{v}k +
∆t2

2
(1− 2β){a}k + β∆t2{a}k+1 (3.24)

{v}k+1 = {v}k + (1− γ)∆t{a}k + γ∆t{a}k+1 (3.25)

{a}k+1 =
1

β∆t2

(
{u}k+1 − {u}k + ∆t{v}k +

∆t2

2
(1− 2β){a}k

)
(3.26)

Coupling the (3.24)-(3.26) with (3.23) yields the forward solver algorithm.

Initial Conditions. We assume zero initial displacement, and velocity. We

allow for nonzero initial acceleration. While in practice a nonzero initial

acceleration is uncommon, it is allowed by the formulation and thus treated

here. Obtaining the initial acceleration requires a linear solve with the mass

matrix.

{u}0 = 0 (3.27)

{v}0 = 0 (3.28)

[M ]{a}0 = {F}0 (3.29)

Transition Equations We compute the displacement for the next time step

using information from the previous time step. We can compute the quan-

tities {η}k and {ξ}k explicitly using only the previous time step. These
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quantities are computationally convent and appear on the right hand side of

the transition equation for displacement.

{ηk} = {v}k + [∆t(1− γ){a}k

− γ

β∆t
[{u}k + ∆t{v}k]−

γ∆t(1− 2β)

2β
{a}k

]
(3.30)

{ξ}k =
1

β∆t2
[{u}k + {v}k∆t] +

1− 2β

2β
{a}k (3.31)

From here we need to solve for the displacement at the next time step.(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C]

)
uk+1 + {I}k+1 =

{F}k+1 − [C]{η}k + [M ]{ξ}k (3.32)

Using the displacement, we can subsequently obtain the velocity and acceler-

ation for the next time step using the Newmark Beta equations (3.24)-(3.26).

In summary, we begin by establishing {u}0, {v}0, and {a}0 through (3.27)-(3.29).

Then for all other time slices, we progress from tk to tk+1 by evaluating (3.30)-

(3.31), and subsequently solving (3.32) for {u}k+1. Note that if {I}k does in fact

result from a nonlinear material model, we will need to use Newton or quasi-Newton

iterations to solve (3.32). We will discuss further how {I}k is evaluated in the next

section. Also, we note that while we do in fact compute velocity and acceleration

at intermediate steps, this is merely a computational convenience. The algorithm

is displacement driven, and does not require us to explicitly compute velocity and

acceleration to transition from one time step to the next. The transition equations

can be reformulated to only contain displacement.

For the sake of notational compactness we denote the discretized space-time

forward equation as

NF{u} = F. (3.33)
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where {u} denotes the space-time nodal displacement vector. In general where

curly braces and a subscript denote a nodal quantity at a time slice, quantities in

curly brackets without a subscript will denote the space-time nodal quantity vector.

Observe that NF is a nonlinear operator, and function of material parameters and

Iwan parameters, denoted here in a global sense by p ∈ Rp. Also, implicit in this

notation is the connection between {I}k and {u}k. The right hand side of (3.33),

F denotes the external forces arranged in a space time vector. We will discuss this

connection further in the next section. A complete treatment of discretization and

the finite element formulation can be found in [11].

3.2.4 The Internal Force Vector

We decompose the internal force vector in the following way,

{I}k = {Iσ}k + {If}k (3.34)

where {Iσ}k denotes the contribution from the material constitutive model, and

{If}k denotes the contribution from Iwan interface interactions. Furthermore we

can express,

{Iσ}k =
∑

Elements

∫
Ωe

[Be]Tσek dΩ (3.35)

where [Be] denotes the matrix of derivatives of finite element shape functions for

element e, and σek is the stress tensor expressed in Voigt notation for element e at

time slice tk. In the case of linear elasticity, {Iσ}k can be evaluated as

{Iσ}k = [K]{u}k (3.36)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix,

[K] =
∑

Elements

∫
Ωe

[Be]T [De][Be] dΩ (3.37)
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and [De] denotes the element level stiffness matrix, derived from the constitutive

equation. We assume that [K] is symmetric.

For other contributions, such as Iwan joints, the internal force evaluation can

not be expressed so simply. In order to model the lap joint interaction we postulate

a multipoint constraint. Specifically we condense the nodes on each face to a single

virtual node. We subsequently tie the corresponding degrees of freedom for these

virtual nodes together with one-dimensional virtual elements. A two-dimensional

interface will be condensed to two nodes, each with two displacement degrees of

freedom tangent to the interface and one rotational degree of freedom about the

normal direction. The normal displacement will be fixed at zero. The tangen-

tial directions are modeled with independent Iwan elements; the rotational degree

of freedom is modeled with a torsion spring. The Iwan models postulated above

would each apply to a virtual element. If we denote the single-dimensional force

at a virtual Iwan element for a given time slice, tk as fI,k, we can assemble the cor-

responding two-dimensional nodal force vector for each element as {fI,k,−fI,k}T .

The assembly of these contributions to the global nodal force can be expressed as,

{If}k =
∑

Elements

 fI,k

−fI,k


e

(3.38)

where the superscript e denotes the element level quantity. We recall here that

the Iwan model depended upon a state variable d(φ). In practice, at each Iwan

element we discretize the integral over φ, and correspondingly evaluate d(φ) for

discrete values of φ. The state variable is history-dependent; we use an explicit

time evolution scheme to evaluate it at a given time slice. We will now summarize

how to evaluate the Iwan model after discretization.

The continuous Iwan model is given by (3.10)-(3.11). The discrete evaluation

is outlined in [81]. It is partly reproduced here. The Iwan model is characterized
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by four parameters. We can work in one of two equivalent parameter sets. In the

physical parameter set, we have {K0
T , Fs, χ, βI}. In this space, K0

T is the initial

tangent stiffness, Fs is the force at which all the sliders have yielded, and both

χ and βI affect energy dissipation. The equivalent, mathematically convenient,

parameter set is {R, S, χ, φMax}. While converting to the second parameter set aids

the computation, the variables are without physical interpretation. We reproduce

the equations to convert parameter sets here.

φMax =
Fs(1 + βI)

KT

(
βI + χ+1

χ+2

) (3.39)

R =
Fs(χ+ 1)

(φMax)χ+2
(
βI + χ+1

χ+2

) (3.40)

S =

(
Fs
φMax

) βI

βI +
(
χ+1
χ+2

)
 (3.41)

In equation (3.10), we see that the force results from an integral over the slider

density. The integral over φ is discretized on the interval (0, φMax] in a geometric

fashion. That is, interval lengths, ∆φi, grow as

∆φi+1 = α∆φi (3.42)

where α > 1. Let φl,i, φi, φr,i denote the left endpoint, midpoint, and right

endpoint of the ith interval, respectively. Conceptually, we can now think of M

discrete Jenkins elements, with increasing strengths. Denote the displacement in

a given Iwan joint at time slice tk as uI,k. Moreover, the M dimensional state

vector at time slice tk is denoted dI,k. For the case of the Iwan model, the state

variables corresponds to slider displacements in the individual Jenkins elements.

Components of dI,k, or individual slider displacements at time slice tk, are dI,k,j.

Notice we have adorned these quantities with a subscript I, in order to denote the

fact that they are Iwan element level quantities. The element level internal force
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is calculated as a sum over contributions from each individual Jenkins element.

In the internal Iwan computations, we have suppressed the parameters from the

augments of the relevant functions. We compute the Iwan element internal force

as the following sum,

fI,k(uI,k, dI,k) =
M∑
j=1

gj(uI,k, dI,k,j). (3.43)

The contribution for the Jenkins elements indexed by j = 1 . . .M − 1 can be

computed by,

gj(uI,k, dI,k,j) =

 R
φ2+χr,j −φ

2+χ
l,j

2+χ
sgn[uI,k − dI,k,j] if ||uI,k − dI,k,j|| ≥ φj

R
φ1+χr,j −φ

1+χ
l,j

1+χ
[uI,k − dI,k,j] if ||uI , k − dI,k,j|| < φj

(3.44)

and for j = M , by

gM(uI,k, dI,k,M) = SφMax[uI,k − dI,k,N ]. (3.45)

Moreover, the discretized evolution law can be expressed as,

dI,k+1,j = EI(uI,k+1, dI,k,j, φj) =
uI,k+1 − φj if (uI,k+1 − dI,k,j) ≥ φj

dI,k,j if |uI,k+1 − dI,k,j| < φj

uI,k+1 + φj if (uI,k+1 − dI,k,j) ≤ −φ

. (3.46)

Consistent with the continuous analogue, this evolution ensures that the displace-

ment in the spring portion of the jth Jenkins element does not exceed φj. Moreover,

we observe that the force contribution from each individual Jenkins element in-

creases linearly with displacement until the spring reaches its critical displacement,

at which point there is no additional contribution as the slider portion is slipping.

An important part of the implementation is the computation of the element

level tangent stiffness, required for the Newton iterations. Observe that the dis-

placement at an element level is a scalar, and hence the tangent stiffness is also a
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scalar. Specifically,

∂fI,k(uI,k, dI,k)

∂uI,k
=

M∑
j=1

∂gj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂uI,k
(3.47)

where for j = 1 . . . N − 1

∂gj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂uI,k
=

 0 if |uI,k − dI,k,j| ≥ φj

R
φ1+χr,j −φ

1+χ
l,j

1+χ
if |uI,k − dI,k,j| < φj

(3.48)

and for j = N

∂gM(uI,k, dI,k,M)

∂uI,k
=

 0 if |uI,k − dI,k,M | ≥ φM

SφMax if |uI,k − dI,k,M | < φM

. (3.49)

We have computed the quantities necessary to integrate the Iwan model into the

finite element forward solver. Recall the element level force is assembled into the

global internal force vector through (3.38). There will be other quantities we need

to compute specific to the Iwan model when we consider the inverse problem. We

will compute those when they arise.

For the sake of convenience we will give the global internal force computation

a functional representation. Specifically,

{I}k = {Iσ}k + {If}k (3.50)

= I({u}k, dk, p), (3.51)

where I({u}k, dk, p) represents the internal force computation as a function of

displacement at nodal variables, {u}k, and internal state variables dk at the cor-

responding time slice tk. We have denoted by dk ∈ Rq the global vector of state

variables. Moreover d without a subscript denotes the global space-time vector.

Also, I({u}k, dk, p) depends on the global material and interface parameter vector,

p. State variables are not nodal quantities, and moreover not all elements will

have state variables. Note that I({u}k, dk, p) assembles the contribution from the
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material internal force, {Iσ}k, and the interface interactions {If}k. As we have

introduced the state variables, we also introduce the corresponding state variable

evolution equation,

dk+1 = E({u}k+1, dk, p). (3.52)

Observe that the state variable is dependent upon the current displacement and

the previous state variable, thus it is history-dependent. By not giving the state

variable a more specific structure, we have left this formulation general to handle

arbitrary history-dependent models. However, we observe for the case where {I}

is determined exclusively through linear elasticity, I({u}k, dk, p) can be evaluated

as,

I({u}k, dk, p) = [K]{u}k (3.53)

where [K] is the global stiffness matrix as in (3.37). Moreover, in this case, d does

not exist and hence E({u}k+1, dk, p) does not exist.

3.3 The Inverse Problem Formulation

In the previous section, we assumed that we knew material parameters, geometry,

and loading completely. Conversely, for the material identification inverse problem,

we assume knowledge of geometry, loading, and sparse (potentially noisy) measured

displacement data, {uM}. We assume there exists a true parameter set pTrue and a

corresponding uTrue such that {uM} is a potentially noisy measurement of uTrue at

discrete points in Ω, at discrete time slices. In order to estimate the parameters,

we would like to postulate an objective functional such that, when the forward

fields (e.g. displacement) resulting from a proposed parameter set p∗ match the

measured quantities, the objective functional is minimized.
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3.3.1 Least-Squares Approach

The classical approach towards this end is to minimize a least squares error func-

tional,

JLS({u}) =
N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣{u}k − {uM}k∣∣∣∣2ΩM . (3.54)

We assume we have measurements at N time slices. Notice that we work with the

discretized nodal displacements {u}. Moreover, ||·||2ΩM denotes the norm squared

of the argument over nodes where measurements exist. We could express this

equivalently as

JLS({u}) =
N∑
k=1

(
{u}k − {uM}k

)T
[Q]
(
{u}k − {uM}k

)
(3.55)

where [Q] denotes the boolean matrix indicating at which nodes measurements

exist. Moreover, {u} depends on p through the forward problem (3.33). In order

to enforce this dependance, we can formulate a Lagrangian, imposing the forward

model through constraint equations.

LLS({u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) =

JLS({u}) + CLS({u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) (3.56)

The functional CLS(·) enforces the constraints,

CLS({u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) =

+ {ū}T0
[
[M ]{a}0 + [C]{v}0 + I({u}0, d0, p)− {F}0

]
+

N−1∑
k=0

{ū}Tk+1

[
[M ]{a}k+1 + [C]{v}k+1 + I({u}k+1, dk+1, p)− {F}k+1

]
+ {v̄}Tk+1[M ] ({v}k+1 − {v}k −∆t[(1− γ){a}k + γ{a}k+1]))

+ {ā}Tk+1[M ]

(
{u}k+1 − {u}k −∆t{v}k −

∆t2

2
[(1− 2β){a}k + 2β{a}k+1])

)
+ d̄

T
k+1

(
dk+1 − E({u}k+1, dk, p)

)
. (3.57)
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Observe that {ū}k enforces (3.23), and {v̄} and {ā} enforce the Newmark Beta

time integration equations, (3.24)-(3.26). We have replaced the internal force vec-

tor {I}k with its functional form, I({u}k, dk, p), from (3.51). Because we have

substituted the internal force computation into the discretized governing equa-

tions for {I}k, we need to enforce the evolution equation for the global internal

state variable, dk, specifically (3.52). The state variable evolution equation is en-

forced by d̄k, which is also in Rq. We now can take the variations of LLS(·) with

respect to the Lagrange multipliers, or adjoint variables, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, and d̄.

Notice the adjoint variables are adorned with an overbar. Subsequently setting

these variations equal to zero for all directions, will recover the forward governing

equations. For the sake of clarity, we will treat the variations at each time step

separately. The way we can assemble time slices into a global space-time vector,

we can similarly assemble variations at each time slice into a space time vector.

We first consider the variation with respect to {ū},

DLLS · {δū} = 0, ∀{δū} (3.58)

For the corresponding time slices, this yields,

[M ]{a}k + [C]{v}k + I({u}k, dk, p) = {F}k (3.59)

We now consider the Newmark Beta equations. Specifically we take the variations

with respect to {v̄} and {ā},

DLLS · {δv̄} = 0, ∀{δū} (3.60)

DLLS · {δā} = 0, ∀{δū} (3.61)

which will respectively yield for each time step,

{v}k+1 = {v}k + ∆t[(1− γ){a}k + γ{a}k+1]) (3.62)

{u}k+1 = {u}k + ∆t{v}k +
∆t2

2
[(1− 2β){a}k + 2β{a}k+1]) (3.63)

(3.64)
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Finally, we consider the state variable equation, through the variation with respect

to d

DLLS · δd̄ = 0, ∀δd̄ (3.65)

which yields,

dk+1 = E({u}k+1, dk, p). (3.66)

Combining (3.59) with (3.62), (3.63), and (3.66) will yield the exact same forward

solution routine implied by (3.33).

We proceed now to take the variations with respect to the forward variables,

{u}, {v}, {a}, and d. We begin with {u}, which yields,

DLLS · {δu}k =
(
[M ]({ā}k − {ā}k+1) + [Kk

T ]T{ū}k

+ [Q]({u}k − {uM}k)−
[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T
d̄k

)T

{δu}k (3.67)

and for the final time step,

DLLS · {δu}N =
(
[M ]{ā}N + [KN

T ]T{ū}N

+ [Q]({u}N − {uM}N)−
[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂{u}N

]T
d̄N

)T

{δu}N . (3.68)

We use [Kk
T ] to denote the tangent stiffness at time slice tk, or specifically,

[Kk
T ] =

∂I({u}k, dk, p)
∂{u}k

. (3.69)

We assume [Kk
T ] is a symmetric matrix. Next we consider the variation with respect

to velocity, which implies for all but the final time step,

DLLS · {δv}k =

([C]{ū}k −∆t[M ]{ā}k+1 + [M ]{v̄}k − [M ]{v̄}k+1)T {δv}k (3.70)
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and for the final time step,

DLLS · {δv}N = ([C]{ū}N + [M ]{v̄}N)T {δv}N . (3.71)

When we take the variation with respect to acceleration, we find three separate

cases. For the initial time step, we find

DLLS · {a}0 =(
[M ]{ū}0 −

∆t2

2
(1− 2β)[M ]{ā}1 −∆t(1− γ)[M ]{v̄}1

)T
{δa}0. (3.72)

For the intermediate time step we have,

DLLS · {a}k =

(
[M ]{ū}k − β∆t2[M ]{ā}k −

∆t2

2
(1− 2β)[M ]{ā}k+1

−∆t(1− γ)[M ]{v̄}k+1 −∆tγ[M ]{v̄}k)T {δa}k. (3.73)

For the final time step, we get,

DLLS · {a}N =
(
[M ]{ū}N −∆t2β[M ]{ā}N −∆tγ[M ]{v̄}N

)T {δa}N . (3.74)

Finally, we consider the variation with respect to the state variable, for all but the

final time step, we find

DLLS · δdk =([
∂I({u}k, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
{ū}k + d̄k −

[
∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]
d̄k+1

)T

δdk (3.75)

and for the final time step we get,

DLLS · δdN =

([
∂I({u}N , dN , p)

∂dN

]T
{ū}N + d̄N

)T

δdN . (3.76)

Setting the variations with respect to the forward variables equal to zero for all

directions will yield the adjoint governing equations. We observe that the variations

with respect to each of the forward fields had a different solution in the final time

step. These final time step variations yield final conditions. The solution method

evolves backwards in time. We outline here the solution algorithm.
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Final Conditions. We observe that the variations for the forward variables

in the final time step yield equations are only in terms of final time step

quantities. Thus, in setting these variations, (3.74), (3.71), (3.68) and (3.76),

equal to zero, we can derive the final conditions.

[C]{ū}N + [M ]{v̄}N = 0 (3.77)

{ū}N = ∆t2β{ā}N + ∆tγ{v̄}N (3.78)

d̄N = −
[
∂I({u}N , dN , p)

∂dN

]T
{ū}N (3.79)

[M ]{ā}N + [KN
T ]T{ū}N −

[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂{u}N

]T
d̄N =

[Q]({uM}N − {u}N) (3.80)

Transition Equations The variations for intermediate time steps, (3.73),

(3.70), (3.67) and (3.75), yield the adjoint transition equations.

{ū}k − β∆t2{ā}k −∆tγ{v̄}k =

∆t2

2
(1− 2β){ā}k+1 + ∆t(1− γ){v̄}k+1 (3.81)

[C]{ū}k + [M ]({v̄}k −∆t{ā}k+1 − {v̄}k+1) = 0 (3.82)

dk = −
[
∂I({u}k, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
{ū}k +

[
∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
d̄k+1 (3.83)

[M ]{ā}k + [Kk
T ]T{ū}k −

[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T
d̄k =

[M ]{ā}k+1 + [Q]({uM}k − {u}k) (3.84)

Final Transition Equation We use the variation with respect to the initial

acceleration, (3.72), to derive the final transition equation.
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{ū}0 =
∆t2

2
(1− 2β){ā}1 + ∆t(1− γ){v̄}1 (3.85)

Thus the adjoint equations depend on the forward variables in several ways. The

derivatives of the internal force computation, I({u}k, dk, p), depend on forward

variables and appear in several equations. Specifically, the tangent stiffness appears

in (3.80) and (3.84). The derivative of internal force with respect to the state

variables appears in (3.79) and (3.83). Moreover, if the constitutive model requires

an evolution equation, E({u}k+1, dk, p), the derivatives of the evolution equation

appear in several equations as well. The derivative of the evolution equation with

respect to the displacement also appears in (3.80) and (3.84). The derivative of

the evolution equation with respect to the state variables also appears in (3.84).

Finally (3.84) also depends on the forward displacement directly through the error

mismatch term, [Q]({uM}k − {u}k). From these final conditions and transition

equations, we can derive the following algorithm. For the final time step, solve(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [KN

T ]T+[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂uN

]T [∂I({u}N , dN , p)
∂dN

]T)
{ū}N = [Q]({uM}N − {u}N) (3.86)

Update d̄N , {ā}N , and {v̄}N through (3.77)-(3.79) using {ū}N . For previous time

steps, solve(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [KK

T ]T+[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂uk

]T [∂I({u}k, dk, p)
∂dk

]T)
{ū}k =

[M ]

(
2γ + 1

2β
{ā}k+1 +

1

β∆t
{v̄}k+1

)
+ [Q]({uM}k − {u}k)

+

[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T [∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
d̄k+1 (3.87)
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and update d̄k, {ā}k, and {v̄}k through (3.81)-(3.84) using {ū}k. For the initial

time step, solve

[M ]{ū}0 =
∆t2

2
(1− 2β)[M ]{ā}1 + ∆t(1− γ)[M ]{v̄}1 (3.88)

Now we will derive the element level quantities corresponding to ∂I
∂dk

, ∂E
∂dk

, and ∂E
∂uk

for the Iwan constitutive models. Observe that for linear elastic elements, these

quantities are all zero, as there is no state variable and no state evolution equation.

Moreover, the tangent stiffness in the linear elastic case is simply the stiffness. We

have shown the tangent stiffness computation for the Iwan elements in Section

3.2.4. Recall for Iwan elements, we can define the element level internal force and

state evolution by (3.43) and (3.46) respectively.

We begin by considering the derivative of the internal force with respect to the

evolution parameter. At an element level, this quantity is a M × 1 vector, where

M is the dimension of dI,k, or the number of Jenkins elements in the discretized

Iwan model. Recall this comes from discretizing the integral in the internal force

computation over φ. The discretized internal force computation, (3.43), involves a

sum over the discrete Jenkins elements, and the jth term depends only on the jth

component of dI,k, i.e. dI,k,j. Specifically, we have,[
∂fI(uI,k, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]
j

=

(
∂fj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂dI,k,j

)
(3.89)

where the subscript j on the left hand side of (3.89) denotes the jth entry of the

vector. The right hand side can be evaluated for j = 1 . . . N − 1 as

∂gj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂dI,k,j
=

 0 if |uI,k − dI,k,j| ≥ φj

−Rφ1+χr,j −φ
1+χ
l,j

1+χ
if |uI,k − dI,k,j| < φj

(3.90)

and for j = M

∂gM(uI,k, dI,k,M)

∂dI,k,M
=

 0 if |uI,k − dI,k,M | ≥ φM

−SφMax if |uI,k − dI,k,M | < φM

. (3.91)
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Next, we consider the derivative of the state evolution equation with respect to

the displacement. At an element level, this quantity is an M × 1 vector, and can

be computed from 3.46,

[
∂EI(uI,k+1, dI,k)

∂uI,k

]
j

=

 1 if |uI,k+1 − dI,k,j| ≥ φj

0 |uI,k+1 − dI,k,j| < φj

. (3.92)

Again the subscript j on the left hand side of (3.92) denotes the jth entry of

the vector. Finally, we compute the derivative of the state evolution equation with

respect to the state variables. At an element level, this quantity is in fact an M×M

matrix. It is, however, diagonal. Intuitively, we see that the jth component of dI,k+1

only depends upon the jth component of dI,k. We can express the components of

this derivative as

[
∂EI(uI,k+1, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]
j,l

= δjl ·

 0 if |uI,k+1 − dI,k,j| ≥ φj

1 |uI,k+1 − dI,k,j| < φj

. (3.93)

where the subscript j, l on the left hand side of (3.93) denotes the index in the

matrix. We observe that in equations (3.86) and (3.87), we require the product[
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]T [∂fI(uI,k, dI,k)
∂dI,k

]T
. (3.94)

We want to show that this product is always zero for the case of the Iwan model.

This term also does not appear in the linear elastic case, as there is no state

variables and no evolution equation in this case. We begin by observing that at a

given Iwan element, these terms are a 1 ×M vector and an M × 1 vector. Thus

the product is a scalar,[
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]T [∂fI(uI,k, dI,k)
∂dI,k

]T
=

N∑
j=1

[
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]
j

[
∂fI(uI,k, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]
j

(3.95)
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We want to show that each term in the sum is in fact zero. For each term in the

sum, we consider the two possible cases.

Case 1: dI,k,j = dI,k−1,j. In this case the product is either

0 ·
[
∂gj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂dI,k,j

]
(3.96)

or [
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]
j

· 0 (3.97)

Case 2: dI,k,j 6= dI,k−1,j. In this case, dI,k,j = uI,k±φj and |uI,k−dI,k,j| = φj.

Therefore [
∂gj(uI,k, dI,k,j)

∂dI,k,j

]
= 0 (3.98)

and the product equals zero.

Both of these cases result in each term being zero. Thus the sum is zero, and the

product [
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]T [∂fI(uI,k, dI,k)
∂dI,k

]T
= 0. (3.99)

Thus for the case when there are only linear elastic or Iwan models present, we

can simplify (3.86) and (3.87) in the adjoint algorithm to(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [KN

T ]T
)
{ū}N = [Q]({uM}N − {u}N) (3.100)

and(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [Kk

T ]T
)
{ū}k =

[M ]

(
2γ + 1

2β
{ā}k+1 +

1

β∆t
{v̄}k+1

)
+ [Q]({uM}k − {u}k)

+

[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T [∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
d̄k+1 (3.101)
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respectively. Observe however that, the right hand side of (3.101) still contains

derivatives of the evolution equation in the term,[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T [∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
d̄k+1. (3.102)

This term does not equal zero, and cannot be ignored. Again, at linear elastic

elements, it is zero, as there is no state evolution equation or state variable. In

Iwan elements, [
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]T [∂EI(uI,k+1, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]T
(3.103)

is a 1×M vector times an M×M matrix. Appropriately, d̄I,k+1 is an M×1 vector

for each Iwan element. Notice here we have considered an adjoint state variable at

an element level, hence the subscripted I. The product of (3.103) and d̄I,k+1 is a

scalar at the element level. In practice we assemble the element level contributions

analogous to (3.38). If we look at the product of the first two terms, we can isolate

when it is nonzero. Recall that[
∂EI(uI,k+1, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]T
(3.104)

is a diagonal matrix, and thus[[
∂EI(uI,k, dI,k−1)

∂uI,k

]T [∂EI(uI,k+1, dI,k)

∂dI,k

]T]
j

= 1 |uI,k − dI,k−1| ≥ φj and |uI,k+1 − dI,k| < φj

0 else
(3.105)

We can conceptualize the condition for which this evaluates to 1. Entries j corre-

sponding to sliders that were slipping in the tthk time step, but are not slipping in

the next, tthk+1, time step will have a 1. Other entries will be 0. This can happen

exclusively when the velocity in the Iwan element changes direction. We observe

that (3.79) and (3.84) do not imply that d̄I,k+1 is zero. In fact, in real simulations,
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this term can be substantial. Thus we need to consider this product in the adjoint

equations when Iwan elements are present.

Similar to (3.33), we denote the discrete space-time adjoint equation as

NA{ū} = Q
(
{uM} − {u}

)
(3.106)

where Q denotes a space-time block boolean matrix indicating where measurements

exist. The process of solving for {ū} is equivalent to solving a partial differential

equation. Although the forward operator, NF , can be nonlinear, the adjoint op-

erator, NA, is in fact always linear. Given the coupling of the adjoint equation to

the forward equation, u and ū satisfy the triangular space-time coupled system,NF 0

Q NA


{u}{ū}

 =

 F

Q{uM}

 . (3.107)

This system can be solved sequentially for the solution {u}∗ and {ū}∗. At the

solution point, we can compute DLLS · δp, and

DJLS · δp = DLLS · δp (3.108)

=
N∑
k=0

{ū}Tk

[
∂I({u}k, dk, pk)

∂p
k

]
δp

+
N−1∑
k=0

d̄
T
k+1

[
∂E({u}k+1, dk, pk)

∂p
k

]
δp. (3.109)

Once we are equipped with the gradient of the objective functional with respect

to p we can apply one of many methods to find the solution to the optimization

problem. Many of these methods are outlined in [70]. quasi-Newton methods are

popular options as they are simpler to implement, especially in larger more complex

codes. One can also proceed with a Newton or Gauss-Newton scheme, but this

would require second derivatives, or approximations thereof. As the Hessian matrix

is typically dense, it is common to implement the application of the Gauss-Newton
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approximation to the inverse of the Hessian matrix. This again requires subsequent

forward and adjoint solves. In contrast to this approach is an emerging technique

based on an Error in Constitutive Equation objective functional. In the next

section we will postulate a new objective functional and minimize it in an iterative

pattern whereby we satisfy forward and adjoint operators, and subsequently update

the material parameters.

3.3.2 Modified Error in Constitutive Equation

We postulate a different objective functional, seeking not only to minimize the

error in the measured data, but also the error in the constitutive equation. In

other applications of this technique, one postulates a mismatch of the material

constitutive law and the stress tensor. Rather than work at a material point, we

postulate the mismatch between the internal force vector, and the corresponding

function that is used to evaluate internal force. Specifically, the error in internal

force objective functional, which is analogous to the error in constitutive equation

functional found elsewhere in the literature [37], [69], [8], is

U({u}, d, {I}, p) =

1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)T
[A]
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
. (3.110)

Notice that I({u}k, dk, p) is as defined in the previous section, i.e. it is the evalua-

tion of the assembled internal force vector, including material and interface contri-

butions, given nodal displacement, state variables and parameters at a given time

slice, tk. We select the matrix [A] such that U is scaled appropriately. Choosing

[A] = [K0
T ]−1, the inverse of the initial global tangent stiffness matrix, provides

reasonable scaling and generalizes the ECE functional used in the elastic case [8].
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Specifically, this is the tangent stiffness evaluated at the initial conditions. This

amounts to a weak enforcement of the internal force evaluation. In postulating this

functional, we are allowing some error to persist in the relation between internal

forces and the function by which it is evaluated. This is advantageous particularly

when seeking to identify material parameters. If we are seeking material param-

eters, we may not know the constitutive equation exactly. Therefore we do not

want to impose the constitutive equation strongly, as there is some uncertainty in

it. We form the analog to the Modified Error in Constitutive Equation functional

by adding the error in internal force objective functional, U , and a scaled least

squares functional,

M({u}) =
1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{u}k − {uM}k

)T
[Q]
(
{u}k − {uM}k

)
(3.111)

where again, [Q] is again a boolean matrix indicating where measurement points

exist. The MECE objective functional can now be written as

JMECE({u}, d, {I}, p) = U({u}, d, {I}, p) + κM({u}). (3.112)

In an attempt to determine the parameters p that will yield a solution correspond-

ing to the measurements, we seek to minimize JMECE. The parameter κ is a

penalty parameter proportional to how strongly the measurements are enforced.

Specifically, it allows us to balance the error in the internal force computation and

how closely we want the displacement field to match the measurements. As there

may be error in the measurements, we do not want to enforce such measurements

strongly. The parameter κ allows us to enforce the measurements in a way that

is commensurate with the noise level. We will discuss how κ is selected further in

section 3.3.3. We again enforce the forward problem through a constraint. The
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Lagrangian becomes,

LMECE({I}, {u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) =

JMECE({u}, d, {I}, p) + CMECE({I}, {u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) (3.113)

In the previous section when we considered only the least squares functional, we

substituted the internal force evaluation for the internal force vector directly. In

this case, we have enforced this relationship weakly through U , and therefore the

constraint equations are in terms of {I}k instead of I({u}k, dk, p).

CMECE({I}, {u}, {v}, {a}, d, {ū}, {v̄}, {ā}, d̄, p) =

+ {ū}T0 [[M ]{a}0 + [C]{v}0 + {I}0 − {F}0]

+
N−1∑
k=0

{ū}Tk+1 [[M ]{a}k+1 + [C]{v}k+1 + {I}k+1 − {F}k+1]

+ {v̄}Tk+1[M ] ({v}k+1 − {v}k −∆t[(1− γ){a}k + γ{a}k+1]))

+ {ā}Tk+1[M ]

(
{u}k+1 − {u}k −∆t{v}k −

∆t2

2
[(1− 2β){a}k + 2β{a}k+1])

)
+ d̄

T
k+1

(
dk+1 − E({u}k+1, dk, p)

)
. (3.114)

We do, however, enforce the state variable evolution equation strongly through

a constraint equation similar to the least squares case. Uncertain quantities are

postulated as part of the objective functional, i.e. through U and M. Quantities

that are not uncertain are enforced in the constraints. We are allowing errors to

persist in the way we connect the internal force to the displacement and state

variables. Since we have accounted for this potential error, allowing more error to

persist in the evolution of the hidden state variables would be potentially redundant

and cumbersome. We are not allowing errors to persist in how the state variables

evolve.

In order to find the critical points of the Lagrangian, we need to satisfy the
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optimality conditions. Specifically the variations of LMECE need to equal zero for

all directions. We proceed in an iterative alternating direction fashion. Specifically

we fix the parameters, p, and satisfy all of the other optimality conditions. We

begin by taking the variation with respect to the internal force vector. This yields,

DLMECE · {δI}k =
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)T
[K0

T ]−1{δI}k + {ū}Tk .{δI}k (3.115)

Satisfying the condition,

DLMECE · {δI} = 0, ∀{δI}. (3.116)

we get a modified internal force calculation,

{I}k = I({u}k, dk, p)− [K0
T ]{ū}k, (3.117)

Again, if I({u}k, dk, p) arose exclusively as a result of linear elasticity, we could

write this as

{I}k = [K] ({u}k − {ū}k) . (3.118)

Rather than obtaining a modified constitutive relation, we get a modified internal

force computation. This is a direct consequence of the fact that U is in terms of the

internal force error as opposed to the constitutive relation error. We now proceed

to take the variations of the Lagrangian with respect to the adjoint variables, and

set them equal to zero. Taking the variation with respect to {ū}, and setting it

equal to zero for all directions,

DLMECE · {δū} = 0, ∀{δū}, (3.119)

we get,

[M ]{a}k + [C]{v}k + {I}k = {F}k. (3.120)
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We can enforce the modified internal force computation, and substitute (3.117)

into (3.120), yielding

[M ]{a}k + [C]{v}k + I({u}k, dk, p) = {F}k + [K0
T ]{ū}k. (3.121)

Observe that the modified internal force computation brings the adjoint variable,

{ū}k, into the governing equations for the forward displacement field. As in the

least squares case, if we take the variations with respect to {v̄}, {ā}, and d̄, we

recover the Newmark Beta equations and the state variable evolution equations.

Thus we have to modify our forward solution algorithm to add [K0
T ]{ū}k to the

external force vector at each time step. Specifically (3.29) becomes

[M ]{a}0 = {F}0 + [K0
T ]{ū}0 (3.122)

and (3.32) becomes,(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C]

)
uk+1 + I({u}k, dk, p) =

{F}k+1 + [K0
T ]{ū}k − [C]{η}k + [M ]{ξ}k. (3.123)

Moreover, we can express the modified forward problem as

NF{u} = F + K{ū} (3.124)

where K is a space-time block matrix, with [K0
T ] tiled along the diagonal. Equa-

tion (3.124) parallels equation (3.33) except the right hand side is coupled to the

adjoint variable, {ū}, through the term K{ū}. We now can focus on the variations

with respect to the forward variables. First we take the variation with respect to

displacement,

DLMECE · {δu}k =
(
[M ]({ā}k − {ā}k+1)

−[Kk
T ][K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
+ κ[Q]({u}k − {uM}k)−

[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T
d̄k

)T

{δu}k. (3.125)
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for all but the final time step, and

DLMECE · {δu}N = ([M ]{ā}N

−[KN
T ][K0

T ]−1
(
{I}N − I({u}N , dN , p)

)
+ κ[Q]({u}N − {uM}N)−

[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂{u}N

]T
d̄N

)T

{δu}N . (3.126)

for the final time step. Upon substitution of the modified internal force com-

putation, (3.117), into (3.125) and (3.126), we almost recover (3.67) and (3.68)

respectively. The only distinction is, in this case, [Q] is scaled by κ. That is for

all but the last time step,

DLMECE · {δu}k =
(
[M ]({ā}k − {ā}k+1) + [Kk

T ]T{ū}k

+ κ[Q]({u}k − {uM}k)−
[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T
d̄k

)T

{δu}k (3.127)

and for the final time step,

DLMECE · {δu}N =
(
[M ]{ā}N + [KN

T ]T{ū}N

+ κ[Q]({u}N − {uM}N)−
[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂{u}N

]T
d̄N

)T

{δu}N . (3.128)

It is clear that when we consider the variations with respect to {v}, we recover

(3.70) and (3.71),

DLMECE · {δv}k = DLLS · {δv}k (3.129)

DLMECE · {δv}N = DLLS · {δv}N . (3.130)

Moreover, considering the variation with respect to {a}, we recover (3.72)-(3.74)

and can conclude,

DLMECE · {δa}0 = DLLS · {δa}0 (3.131)

DLMECE · {δa}k = DLLS · {δa}k (3.132)

DLMECE · {δa}N = DLLS · {δa}N . (3.133)
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Finally considering d, we get

DLMECE · δd =

(
−
[
∂I({u}k, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
[K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
+d̄k −

[
∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]
d̄k+1

)T
δdk (3.134)

for all but the final time step, and

DLMECE · δd =(
−
[
∂I({u}k, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
[K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
+ d̄k

)T

δdk (3.135)

for the final time step. Upon substituting (3.117) into (3.134) and (3.135), we can

recover (3.75) and (3.76) respectively. Specifically,

DLMECE · dk = DLLS · dk (3.136)

DLMECE · dN = DLLS · dN . (3.137)

Thus the variations of LMECE with respect to the forward variables yield the

same equations as the variations of LLS with respect to the forward variables,

with the exception of scaling the boolean measurement matrix [Q] by κ. Setting

these variations to zero results in the same adjoint solution algorithm outlined in

the previous section with one small modification, resulting from κ. Specifically

equations (3.86) and (3.87) become,(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [KN

T ]T+[
∂E({u}N , dN−1, p)

∂uN

]T [∂I({u}N , dN , p)
∂dN

]T)
{ū}N = κ[Q]({uM}N − {u}N)

(3.138)
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and,(
1

β∆t2
[M ] +

γ

β∆t
[C] + [KK

T ]T+[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂uk

]T [∂I({u}k, dk, p)
∂dk

]T)
{ū}k =

[M ]

(
2γ + 1

2β
{ā}k+1 +

1

β∆t
{v̄}k+1

)
+ κ[Q]({uM}k − {u}k)

+

[
∂E({u}k, dk−1, p)

∂{u}k

]T [∂E({u}k+1, dk, p)

∂dk

]T
d̄k+1 (3.139)

respectively. Moreover, we can write the adjoint problem as,

NA{ū} = κQ
(
{uM} − {u}

)
. (3.140)

If we compare this to (3.106), we see that the left hand side operator is the same,

and the right hand side has a been scaled by κ.

In contrast to the coupled system found in the least squares approach, (3.107),

the coupled system resulting from the MECE approach is bi-directionally coupled

through K, NF −K

κQ NA


{u}{ū}

 =

 F

κQ{uM}

 . (3.141)

We can no longer solve the coupled system sequentially as in the least squares case.

In order to solve the nonlinear space-time coupled system, we appeal to SOR-

Newton, which is a common technique for solving nonlinear algebraic equations

[91], [42]. We do not discuss the details of the Newton iteration here. Specifically,

NF can be nonlinear, but we assume we can invert this operator up to a sufficient

tolerance using Newton or quasi-Newton iterations. The SOR-Newton iteration
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scheme becomes NF 0

ωκQ NA


{u}

i+1

{ū}i+1

 =

(1− ω)NF ωK

0 (1− ω)NA


{u}

i

{ū}i

+

 ωF

ωκQ{uM}

 (3.142)

where variables with only superscripts denote the space-time representation of SOR

iterates. Specifically, we sequentially solve,

NF{u}i+1 = (1− ω)NF{u}i + ωK{ū}i + ωF (3.143)

NA{ū}i+1 = (1− ω)NA{ū}i + ωκQ
(
{uM} − {u}i+1

)
. (3.144)

As equation (3.143) has NF on the left hand side, this equation may require

Newton or quasi-Newton iterations to solve. This detail is suppressed, and we

merely assume that we can obtain {u}i+1. In the linear case, we can reformulate

(3.143)-(3.144) in terms of ({u}i+1 − {u}i) and ({ū}i+1 − {ū}i) respectively. In

other words, we can solve for the incremental change at each iterate, and eliminate

the dependance of the right hand side of (3.143) on the previous iteration. In

the nonlinear case, this is not possible. We require the previous solution in the

term (1−ω)NF{u}i. Rather than merely store the previous iterate solution, {u}i,

and compute the forward operator times {u}i, i.e. NF{u}i, we store the entire

right hand side for the previous iterate, which is exactly equal to this quantity.

Specifically we have computed at the previous SOR iteration,

NF{u}i = (1− ω)NF{u}i−1 + ωK{ū}i−1 + ωF. (3.145)

Rather than recompute the left hand side of (3.145) for the (i + 1)th SOR iterate

computation, we store the right hand side of (3.145), and substitute this stored

quantity into (3.143). By doing this, we eliminate the need to compute NF acting
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on {u}i. Similarly, we store

NA{ū}i = (1− ω)NA{ū}i−1 + ωκQ
(
{uM} − {u}i

)
(3.146)

for the right hand side of (3.144).

We measure the SOR-Newton convergence by,

ei+1 =
||{u}i+1 − {u}i||2 + ||{ū}i+1 − {ū}i||2

||{u}i||2 + ||{ū}i||2
. (3.147)

We note that √
||{u}||2 + ||{ū}||2 (3.148)

is in fact a norm. The error measure in equation (3.147) is merely the norm squared

relative difference in the solutions for subsequent iterates. Specifically, convergence

in this norm indicates that we have found a fixed point, and presumably the solu-

tion, of (3.142). The adjoint solution is driven by the measurement error. Thus, as

the error between the forward solution and the measurements decrease, the adjoint

solution magnitude decreases and we ultimately recover the unmodified internal

force evaluation. Specifically, as {ū} decays, so does [K0
T ]{ū}, and as this shrinks

to zero, we recover (3.51). In practice we find that we usually need to under-relax

the coupled solve iterations, i.e. pick ω < 1, for the scheme to converge. Recall

that we had assumed the material parameters were fixed, and subsequently satis-

fied the remaining optimality conditions, specifically by solving the coupled system

(3.141). After the coupled solver has converged to a specified tolerance, we can

move on to the material parameter update step.
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Parameter Update

For the parameter update step we fix all of the arguments in (3.114) except p, and

subsequently satisfy the optimality conditions treating only p as varying. In the

linear elastic case, analogous to [8], we can find the updated parameters analytically

by satisfying

DLMECE · δp = 0, ∀δp. (3.149)

In the nonlinear case, we cannot find p to satisfy (3.149) exactly. In this case, we

postulate a smaller optimization problem for each element with unknown parame-

ters to find p given fixed forward and adjoint fields, {u} and {ū}. Specifically, we

minimize

J e
p (p) =

C

2

N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣{I}ek − Ie({u}ek, dek, p)∣∣∣∣2 (3.150)

where the superscript e denotes element level quantities and C is a normalizing

constant, chosen to scale J e
p appropriately. We choose,

C =

(
N∑
k=1

||{I}ek||
2

)−1

. (3.151)

Notice that {I}ek is given by the element level analog of (3.117),

{I}ek = Ie({u}ek, de, p)− [K0
T ]e{u}ek. (3.152)

This minimization problem requires no PDE solves, and is computationally in-

significant when compared to the coupled forward and adjoint solution. Specifi-

cally, for each parameter pi ∈ p, we can compute

∂J e
p

∂pi
= C

N∑
K=1

(
{I}ek − Ie({u}ek, dek, p)

)T (∂Ie({u}ek, de, p)
∂pi

)
. (3.153)
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The gradient computation for the parameter update sub-problem can even be done

with finite differences. Specifically we can approximate(
∂Ie({u}ek, d

e, p)

∂pi

)
(3.154)

with finite differences inexpensively with element level computations.

Once we compute the objective function and the gradient, we can use any stan-

dard gradient based iterative optimization technique. We used a trust region Lim-

ited Memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [26], [92].

At this point in the global scheme it is important to consider constraints on the

material parameters. The BFGS implementation handles bound constraints, and

we enforce our material bounds at this level. Since the parameter update is a local

computation done at an element level, we can have various constitutive models

in a single structural model, each with their own parameter update scheme. For

example, we can update elastic elements with a closed form update, and perform

small optimizations for nonlinear elements.

It is important to have some a priori knowledge of material parameter bounds.

In the implementation of the parameter update, we use each parameter’s largest

bound as a normalizing factor. Specifically, if a particular parameter, pi ∈ p has a

largest potential value of pLi , we consider,

p̃i =
pi
pLi
. (3.155)

Observe that |p̃i| < 1. Now we can reformulate the objective function in terms of

p̃i,

J̃ (p̃i) = J (p̃ip
L
i ). (3.156)

Moreover the objective function derivative with respect to p̃1 becomes,

∂J̃
∂p̃i

=
∂J
∂pi
· pLi . (3.157)
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This ensures that parameter space is scaled relatively uniformly over all the pa-

rameters to be identified.

While the optimization is insensitive to some bounds, others have shown to

significantly impact the reconstruction. Specifically, a good bound for the yield

point should be input if possible. For the Iwan model, this parameter is denoted

FS. If in the experiment to generate the measurements, no yielding is observed,

we should attempt to set the minimum yield point of the material above the max-

imum force experienced by the material. While this is not always possible, we

can diagnose a bad yield point bound by observing the algorithm’s behavior. If,

through the course of the optimization routine a parameter set is obtained at the

parameter update step such that the material yield point is below the maximum

force experienced, we will see the material yield in the subsequent forward solve.

This in turn will make {u} − {uM} large and the adjoint field solution large. Fi-

nally, this will result in a large jump in both the ECE error and Least Squares

error discussed in Section 3.3.4, equations (3.168) and (3.170) respectively.

3.3.3 Regularization and the penalty parameter

As part of the MECE optimization scheme, we not only identify the material pa-

rameters, but also the corresponding displacement field u. In the MECE objective

functional we have two separate terms. First is the error in constitutive equation

functional, and second is the least squares measurement error functional. We can

understand the least squares portion of the objective functional as a regularizer for

the displacement field. Rather than impose measurements strongly, or directly as

one would Dirichlet conditions, we enforce them in a weak sense through the least

squares functional. As we increase the penalty parameter κ, we force the optimized
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displacement field to better match the measurements. This weak enforcement pre-

vents over fitting to the measurement data. As we let κ tend to infinity, we recover

the strong, or Dirichlet, enforcement of measurement points. If the measurements

do in fact contain noise, we would not want to force the displacement field match

them exactly. Thus we need to consider the potential noise level in selecting κ. In

[71] we see general guidelines for selecting the regularization parameter. Specifi-

cally, we seek a regularization parameter that yields a solution where the final error

in the measurements is approximately equal to the noise level. Specifically, if we

assume that uM is a noisy measurement of the true, unpolluted, signal, i.e. uTrue,

then Morozov’s principle says we should choose our regularization parameter such

that ∣∣∣∣uM − u∗∣∣∣∣ ≈ ∣∣∣∣uM − uTrue∣∣∣∣ (3.158)

where u∗ is the final displacement field resulting from the MECE optimization

algorithm. That is the error between the solution field and the measurements

should be approximately the same order of the noise level. To the point of not

over-emphasizing the measurement error, we seek to balance the two terms in the

objective functional. We draw inspiration from the linear elastic case where the

ECE functional reduces to,

UElastic =
1

2

N∑
k=1

({I}k − [K]{u}k)T [K]−1 ({I}k − [K]{u}k) , (3.159)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix. We observe in this case ({I}k − [K]{u}k) has

the same units as the internal force vector and indeed can be interpreted as the

internal force resulting from the error in the material parameters. We denote this

error as,

{I}`k = ({I}k − [K]{u}k) . (3.160)
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Moreover, we can quantify the equivalent displacement that would correspond to

{I}`k as,

{u}`k = [K]−1{I}`k. (3.161)

Now we can write

UElastic =
1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{u}`k

)T
[K]

(
{u}`k

)
(3.162)

Elastic strain energy can be computed, after discretization, by,

ξ = {u}Tk [K]{u}k. (3.163)

Thus in the elastic case, we can think of the ECE functional as the sum over time

steps of the strain energy of the error. In an attempt to give similar weight to the

components of the MECE functional, we give κ the following form,

κ = βp

N∑
k=1

{uM}Tk [A]−1{uM}k
{uM}Tk {uM}k

. (3.164)

In (3.164) we use {uM} as it likely provides at least the same order of magnitude

as {u}`. In the elastic case (where [A]−1 = [K]) we are scaling κ
2
M({u}) to have

a magnitude on the order of the sum of the strain energy over time steps, similar

to the ECE portion of the functional. With this normalization, βp takes values

that are O(1), i.e. independent of other numerical parameters. Actual selection

of βp is dependent on measurement noise and accuracy of initial conditions. In

instances when {uM} consists of sparse measurements, entries not corresponding

to measurement points are set to zero.

We now consider what this means in the nonlinear case. We focus on the

nonlinear case where the tangent stiffness decreases as displacement increases.

This is the case for the Iwan model. We again consider the quantity,

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
[K0

T ]
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk, p)

)
, (3.165)
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We denote the quantity,

{I}nk = {Ik} − I({u}k, dk, p). (3.166)

In the elastic case, we could relate {I}`k to {u}`k in a linear way through (3.161).

This is not the case when I({u}k, dk, p) is nonlinear. For example, in the nonlinear

case, if we assume that {u}k,1 and {u}k,2 are in the same direction,

I({u}k,1 + {u}k,2, ·)− I({u}k,1, ·) < I({u}k,2, ·). (3.167)

Note we have suppressed the state variable dk for the sake of clarity and assume

it can be inferred by displacement. If we were to try and connect {I}nk to a cor-

responding displacement {u}nk using equation (3.161) as in the elastic case, we

would get a larger estimate {u}nk than is in fact true. Given this observation, we

can imagine that {u}k − {uM}k might be large, but in fact {I}nk might be much

smaller as the internal force response for {u}k and {uM}k might be close. Physi-

cally this might be true near a material yielding point. Thus when we give κ the

form (3.164) in the nonlinear case we would conjecture that βp would take much

smaller values. This is in fact what we find. Given this normalization, we find that

βp is still O(1), but it needs to be smaller than what we would choose in the purely

elastic case in order to balance the least squares measurement error and the ECE

error.

While we have not directly analyzed the connection between the penalty param-

eter, κ, and regularization of the identified material parameters, we have observed

numerically that κ, and more specifically βp, can be used to bring stability to the

numerical computation. The number of Iwan elements is generally small compared

to the number of elements in the ambient structure. For this reason, the array of

Iwan parameters to identify is generally low dimensional. Moreover, in the experi-

ments we have performed, we have seen high observability of the material response
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and hence the material parameter set. Should this formulation be extended to

other specific nonlinear material models with higher dimensional parameter sets

to identify, we would need to further examine the role of κ as a regularizer. Specif-

ically, we would need to better understand how κ influences the regularity of high

dimensional, spatially varying parameter sets. We know that as κ tends to infinity,

we recover an Error in Constitutive Equation type of scheme. The weak enforce-

ment of measurements allows the displacement field to be more regular, i.e. the

forward displacement field does not need to exactly match the measurements. The

increased regularity of the displacement field seems to impart increased regularity

on the corresponding material parameters.

3.3.4 Stopping criteria

We initialize the algorithm, i.e. select βp, such that the least squares measurement

error and the ECE error are approximately equal on the first iteration. In practice

we compare the normalized least squares measurement error

ELS =

∑N
k=1

∣∣∣∣{u}k − {uM}k∣∣∣∣2∑N
k=1 ||{uM}k||

2
(3.168)

and the normalized ECE error

EECE =

∑N
k=1 ||[K0

T ]{ū}k||2∑N
k=1 ||{I}k||

2
(3.169)

=

∑N
k=1 ||[K0

T ]{ū}k||2∑N
k=1

(∣∣∣∣I({u}k, dk, p)− [K0
T ]{ū}k

)∣∣∣∣2 . (3.170)

Observe that since the tangent stiffness matrix, [K0
T ], is symmetric positive definite,

the inverse of the tangent stiffness matrix [K0
T ] is also symmetric positive definite.
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Thus, we can bound the ECE error as,

1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)T
[K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)
≤

α

2

N∑
k=1

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)T
[I]
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)
(3.171)

where α is a sufficiently large constant and [I] is the identity matrix. Substituting

in the modified constitutive equation, (3.117), into the right hand side of (3.171)

we conclude,

1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)T
[K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)
≤

α

2

N∑
k=1

(
[K0

T ]{ū}k
)T

[I]
(
[K0

T ]{ū}k
)
. (3.172)

Notice that we can rewrite the right hand side of (3.172) in terms of the Euclidian

norm,

1

2

N∑
k=1

(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)T
[K0

T ]−1
(
{I}k − I({u}k, dk; p)

)
≤

α

2

N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣[K0
T ]{ū}k

∣∣∣∣2 . (3.173)

We normalize (3.173) by the norm of the internal force vector summed over time

steps in order to arrive at EECE as defined in (3.170). We can view EECE as

the proportion of the internal force vector that results from the adjoint correction

factor in the modified internal force calculation (3.117). As we drive EECE to zero,

we are driving the ECE functional U(·) to zero as well. Normalizing the ECE

functional and the least squares measurement error functional makes the initial

errors more problem independent. This allows us to more easily balance the initial

errors as described in section 3.3.3.

In the case where some element blocks are in fact known, and thus we are not
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changing parameters in these element blocks, we modify (3.170) to only evaluate

the error over the unknown element blocks. We denote the set of unknown blocks

as {B}U and calculate,

EB
ECE =

∑
B∈{B}U

∑N
k=1

∣∣∣∣[K0
T ]B{ū}Bk

∣∣∣∣2∑
B∈{B}U

∑N
k=1 ||{I}Bk ||

2 (3.174)

where the superscript B denotes the block level assembled quantity as opposed

to the global quantity. We monitor this error instead of the global quantity as it

allows us to focus on the error specifically in the unknown blocks, which is where

our concern lies. Moreover, since {ū} is determined by the linear adjoint problem,

(3.140), which is forced by ({uM} − {u}), we have

N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣[K0
T ]{ū}k

∣∣∣∣2 ≤ α̃
N∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣{uM}k − {u}k∣∣∣∣2 (3.175)

where α̃ is a sufficiently large constant. By driving ELS to zero, we can be confident

that we are also driving EECE to zero. Therefore by monitoring the global least

squares error, ELS, and the local internal force error, EB
ECE, we can evaluate not

only the global convergence of the algorithm, but the localized performance where

material parameters are unknown.

While we strive to begin the algorithm with balanced errors, the errors do not

remain balanced as the iterations progress. Moreover, we find that the hysteretic

response in a specific Iwan element may not correspond to a unique parameter

set. As a result, we often find in numerical experiments that we can drive both

EB
ECE and ELS down several orders of magnitude, but at a point the algorithm

stagnates. This is not unexpected, as there are likely local minima in the objective

functional. When and where the algorithm stagnates appears to be a function

of several factors such as initial conditions and parameter update optimization

tolerance. To the second factor, we point out that we use much looser tolerances

for the parameter update step, than for the global MECE scheme. The reason for
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this is twofold. First, there is little benefit to fitting parameters with high accuracy

to the forward and adjoint field when there is necessarily error in the forward and

adjoint field due to the fact that they assumed a different fixed parameter set

when they were obtained. Second, by using a looser tolerance we prevent the

parameter set from being extremely different from iteration to iteration. This is

important as the next SOR iteration is seeded with the previous solution as the

initial guess. If the parameter set is vastly different the next SOR iteration may

not converge. Ultimately, the stagnation would seem to indicate that the objective

function surface is not convex. We find that the best results are found when we

set a global tolerance above the stagnation point.

3.3.5 MECE Algorithm summary

Now we will briefly summarize the steps required for each MECE iteration. Itera-

tions proceed until a suitable stopping criteria is met.

(1) Solve the MECE coupled problem, (3.141), for fixed parameter set and obtain

{u} and {ū}. This is done using the SOR-Newton iteration, outlined in

(3.143)-(3.144).

(2) Update material parameters at element level. This can be done analytically

if possible, or through a small optimization routine. If a small optimization

routine is required, the parameter update objective functional and gradient

are given by (3.150) and (3.153) respectively.
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3.3.6 Implementation notes

In order to check our formulations, we initially implemented the forward and ad-

joint solvers for a single degree of freedom in MATLAB. We verified the adjoint

formulation by using it to compute a gradient of the least squares measurement er-

ror cost functional, (3.54), with respect to the parameters. We compared the results

using the adjoint solution and finite differences and once we obtained agreement

to high accuracy, we were confident in the numerical formulation. From here we

implemented the algorithm in Sierra/SD (formerly Salinas), a massively parallel

structural finite element code developed by Sandia National Laboratories [13]. In

Sierra/SD we implemented the adjoint solver and the SOR driver and other com-

ponents to compute the gradient of the objective functional used in the parameter

update step, (3.150). The necessary linear solves are performed in parallel using

the underlying Generalized Dryja, Smith, and Widlund (GDSW) linear solver [33].

We implemented capability to optimize over the two different parameter sets for

the Iwan model. We also provided the option to use one of two different optimiza-

tion packages for the parameter update step. We can choose the Trilinos Rapid

Optimization Library (ROL), [45] or the trust region L-BFGS algorithm [26], re-

leased by Argonne National Laboratory. At the time of implementation ROL did

not have robust bound constraints, and thus we had better success with the L-

BFGS package. Moreover, we found that using the physical parameter set for

the material optimization allowed us to impose more intuitive bound constraints,

specifically on the material yield point. The implementation allows the user to

select the Newmark Beta parameters, yet for the numerical simulations we used

β = 0.25 and γ = 0.5. Since the implementation utilizes the Sierra/SD infrastruc-

ture, it is expected to exhibit the same parallelism. We have tested this MECE

implementation with up to 64 cores, and expect it to parallelize to the extent that
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the Sierra/SD linear solvers do.

3.4 Numerical Examples

3.4.1 Single Degree of Freedom

In order to understand some of the more fundamental features of this algorithm

we begin by studying a single degree of freedom problem. We postulate a single,

1-dimensional Iwan element in the x direction with the left endpoint fixed. We

postulate a concentrated mass on the left endpoint of 80 kg. We discretize the Iwan

model with N = 51 Jenkins elements and space them with a geometric progression

parameter α = 1.2. We apply a sinusoidal loading to the right node. Specifically,

our loading function has the form

f(x) = (5× 105) sin

(
2πt

0.05

)
. (3.176)

We use a time step of 1× 10−3 and 50 time steps. During this period, the forcing

function has undergone one full cycle. We generate measurements using the true

parameter set 

R

S

χ

φMax


=



1× 1010

2× 109

−0.8

4× 10−4


. (3.177)

After obtaining the forward solution, we pollute the data with 5% Gaussian noise

of the form

uMi,k = (1 + αη)uTruei,k (3.178)
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where η is a standard normal random variable and α is the noise level, 0.05 in our

case. We use an initial guess of

R

S

χ

φMax


=



1× 1011

2× 109

−0.8

4× 10−4


(3.179)

While we generate measurements and initialize our algorithm with the

{R, S, χ, φMax} parameter set, we optimize over the more physical parameter set,

{KT , FS, χ, βI}. Recall that we can convert to the physical parameter set using

(3.39)-(3.41). Moreover, while we have only perturbed R from the true parameter

set to generate the initial guess, all of the physical parameters in the initial con-

ditions will be distinct from the parameters in the true set. We impose bounds in

the physical parameter set as

5× 108

1× 106

−0.9

0.01


≤



KT

FS

χ

βI


≤



1× 1011

1× 107

−0.1

5


. (3.180)

Note that χ is constrained by the Iwan model to lie between −1 and 0, and βI must

be greater than 0. Observe the the maximum amplitude of the forcing function,

(3.176), is 5 × 105, and we set the lower bound for FS at 1 × 106. FS is the force

at which all the Jenkins element sliders within an Iwan element slip. This bound

enforces the fact that there is no yielding in the simulation.
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Convergence of coupled solver

Before we progress to analyzing the global convergence, we consider the coupled

forward and adjoint solver. In order to make progress in an MECE iteration, we

need to obtain both u and ū with sufficient accuracy. For the following SOR

study, we use the the numerical setup described above with one exception: we do

not pollute the measurements with Gaussian noise for this study.

Recall that we use SOR as a relaxation technique to solve the coupled forward

and adjoint problem postulated in equation (3.141). This allows us to focus on im-

plementing the individual forward and adjoint solvers. SOR Newton is a relaxation

technique that has been used extensively for coupling multi physics problems. Our

case differs in that time evolves in different directions for different equations. In the

nonlinear case, the nonlinearity only appears in the (1, 1) block of the right hand

side of (3.141). The equation corresponding to this block (the forward problem) is

solved with a Newton loop at each time step. When we look at the transition equa-

tion for the adjoint problem, (3.87), we see that the right hand side does evolve in

time but is in fact still linear with respect to the adjoint field. Solving the coupled

forward and adjoint equation accurately is an essential component to the global

MECE iterations. When prescribing a tolerance for the SOR-Newton convergence

criteria, we need to consider the tolerance for the global MECE scheme. We need

to solve the coupled problem to a tolerance that is more stringent than the global

scheme. Otherwise errors in the forward and adjoint solution fields will pollute the

parameter update.

In (3.142) we see that both the SOR parameter, ω, and the penalty parameter,

κ, influence the right hand side. Whereas the penalty parameter κ only affects the

adjoint problem, ω affects both the forward and the adjoint problem. We would

anticipate that these parameters each affect the convergence behavior of the SOR
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Newton loop in different ways. For this study we use the same single element model

with sinusoidal forcing function, along with the same measurement data (although

with no noise) and initial conditions (3.179). Since we give κ the form (3.164), we

want to understand how the scheme behaves for different choices of βp and ω. We

study the SOR-Newton convergence for a given initial guess while varying ω and

βp.

We show the number of iterations required for convergence for different choices

of βp and ω in Figure 3.3. We observe that as βp grows, we need to increase the

relaxation, i.e. shrink ω in order to ensure convergence. This is expected as βp

specifically influences the magnitude of the lower diagonal block in the coupled

system (3.141), and hence we need to increase the relaxation in order to ensure

that the magnitude of the κ[Q] term does not adversely affect the convergence.

We also note here that for larger βp the algorithm might not reach the specified

tolerance in 100 iterations, or at all. For large βp the SOR loop may stagnate at a

residual higher than the prescribed tolerance.

For the process of actually obtaining reconstructed parameters, we set the cou-

pled SOR solver tolerance at 1×10−6, using βp = 0.02 and ω = 0.1. We also set the

maximum number of SOR iterations at 10. At the parameter update step we use

the trust region L-BFGS optimization package to perform the parameter update.

For the parameter update step we set the gradient tolerance and the objective

function tolerance at 10−2. Recall we use a looser tolerance for the parameter

update step for reasons discussed in section refstopcon. We find that the early

MECE iterations tend to reach the maximum number of SOR iterations before

converging to the tolerance. In fact, Figure 3.3 would seem to indicate that the

SOR loop might not converge to this tolerance for this βp, ω, and initial guess. We

find that full convergence is not necessary for the early iterations. Even if the early
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Figure 3.3: Number of SOR-Newton iterations required for different choices
of βp to reach a residual tolerance of 1e − 4. SOR parameter ω
is plotted on the x axis, with number of iterations on the y axis.
We allow a maximum number of 100 iterations.

MECE iterations have higher errors in the coupled solver, this is mitigated by the

looser tolerance in the parameter update step. In other words, we do not need

high accuracy in the forward and adjoint fields to get a sufficient initial parameter

update. As long as there is sufficient accuracy to obtain a new parameter set that

is ”better” than the previous, we will attain higher accuracy and better parameters

in subsequent iterations. We let the global iteration progress until EECE has stag-

nated. Towards this end, we solve to a global tolerance of 5×10−4 in 13 iterations.

In Figure 3.4 we see the force-displacement response for the true solution, the ini-
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tial guess, and the reconstructed parameter set. The reconstructed parameter set

is 

R

S

χ

φMax


=



1.66× 109

4.62× 109

−0.894

3.20× 10−4


. (3.181)

While the reconstructed parameter set, (3.181), may seem vastly different from
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Figure 3.4: Single element force-displacement response reconstruction. Dis-
placement is in meters; force is in newtons.

the true parameter set, (3.177), Figure 3.4 indicates that the force-displacement
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response may not be uniquely determined by a parameter set. However, since we

are interested in parameters that match the measured response, a more suitable

measure of the true response of the system is the force-displacement response.

In order to study different initial conditions, we perform the same experiment

for a different set of initial conditions. Specifically, we set the initial conditions to,

R

S

χ

φMax


=



1× 109

2× 109

−0.8

4× 10−4


. (3.182)

Because the tangent stiffness is softer for the initial guess, we correspondingly

increase βp to 0.2. We also set the maximum number of SOR iterations to 20.

Again, we stop the global algorithm when EECE stagnates. This is achieved with

a tolerance of 5× 10−5. The reconstructed parameters are,

R

S

χ

φMax


=



2.85× 109

4.86× 109

−0.798

1.91× 10−4


. (3.183)

We see the corresponding force-displacement response in Figure 3.5. In each re-

construction we observe that we do not recover the true parameter set. We do,

however, recover a parameter set that better approximates the force-displacement

response than the initial conditions. In each case we observe that the algorithm

stagnates in a local minimum. In this local minimum we find that we better capture

the maximal force-displacement as opposed to the width of the force-dissipation

curve. The width of the curve corresponds to dissipation. U is postulated in terms

of internal force discrepancy, and hence we expect to reconstruct the maximal force

with higher accuracy than dissipation.
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Figure 3.5: Single element force-displacement response reconstruction. Dis-
placement is in meters; force is in newtons.

Performing these examples several times, with different samples of 5% Gaussian

noise, we found that both initial conditions converge in 10-15 iterations. This indi-

cated that the algorithm was robust to different samples of noise. User intervention

is only necessary to identify the stagnation point. However, this can be achieved

automatically by observing the relative difference between successive errors.

We performed an example using the initial conditions (3.182) where we set the

maximum number of iterations at 15, and observed how many SOR iterations were

required for the coupled solve at each iteration. We set βp = .2 and ω = .1. We
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stop the algorithm for this test when EECE reaches 1×10−4. We see the number of

SOR iterations plotted for the coupled solve in each iteration plotted in Figure 3.6.

We see rapid convergence in later iterations for two reasons. First, we reinitialize
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Figure 3.6: Number of SOR-Newton iterations required to solve the coupled
problem at each iteration

the SOR iterations with the previous solution at the next iteration. Second, as we

converge on the right parameter set, the magnitude of {u} − {uM} decreases, and

therefore the magnitude of {ū} decreases. We find that the later iterations not

only converge to the tolerance, but converge in very few iterations.
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Figure 3.7: Lap joint with Iwan interface. Measurement points are high-
lighted.

3.4.2 Lap Joint with Iwan Interface

We now progress to a larger reconstruction problem, with sparse, indirect, noisy

measurements. For this example, all computations are done with 8 processors.

We used the same finite element model of a lap joint as used in [81]. We have

visualized the joint along with the measurement points in Figure 3.7. There are

833 nodes on the surface where we measure displacement in all three directions.

The three dimensional elements of the joint are presumed known. They are linear
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isotropic elastic materials, with parameters,
ρ

E

ν

 =


8300 kg/m3

210 GPa

0.3

 (3.184)

where ρ is density, E is Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio. Physically, these

parameters are similar to those of steel steel. We also include mass proportional

damping in these blocks. We use a proportionality constant of 1× 10−4. This was

chosen so the response exhibits enough dissipation to tax the numerics, yet still

exhibit a physically meaningful response. Specifically we can express the damping

matrix that appears in (3.19) as

[C] = (1× 10−4)[M ] (3.185)

The interface, i.e. the surface where the top and bottom blocks meet in Figure 3.7,

is treated with a multipoint constraint. Specifically the nodes on each surface are

condensed to a single virtual node bound to the corresponding node on the other

surface. The two nodes are connected with an independent Iwan model in each of

the tangential (sheer) directions. The first direction lies on the interface plane and

intersects the plane of symmetry through the entire structure. The second direction

is tangent to the interface plane and is perpendicular to the first Iwan direction.

The Iwan elements are discretized in the same way as in the single element model,

using N = 51 individual Jenkins elements and α = 1.2 is the geometric progression

constant for the spacing. Moreover, the rotation about the normal axis is modeled

with an elastic torsion spring. Our reconstruction will seek to identify each Iwan

model and rotational spring constant. We apply a traction to the bottom surface

with equal magnitudes in the x, y, and z directions. The magnitude of the force

components is shown in Figure 3.8. We apply a homogeneous Dirichlet condition on

the top surface. We generate the true solution using the following set of parameters
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Figure 3.8: The magnitude (in Newtons) of each component of the traction
applied to the lap joint model is plotted on the y axis. Time (in
seconds) is plotted on the x axis.

for both Iwan models, 

R

S

χ

φMax


=



5.51× 105

2.11× 105

−0.800

2.75× 10−5


. (3.186)

We set the rotational spring constant equal to,

Kr = 1× 109 GPa. (3.187)
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and use a time step of ∆t = 1× 10−3 for 100 time steps. We subsequently pollute

the measurements with 5% Gaussian noise using the same model, (3.178), as in

the single element examples. Similar to the previous example, we optimize over

the physical parameter set in the material updating part of the MECE algorithm

using the trust region L-BFGS optimization package with parameter bounds

5× 104

0.1

−0.9

1× 10−3


≤



KT

FS

χ

βI


≤



5× 109

1× 106

−0.1

5× 103


. (3.188)

We experiment with two different initial conditions, as in the single element

examples. While both initial conditions are softer than the true solution, the

second is much softer, as evident in the force-displacement plots we will show. We

use these two examples to explore robustness to accurate initial conditions. The

second example is much less accurate than the firs. While we ultimately identify a

local minimum in each case, we reconstruct reasonable solutions that show marked

improvement over the initial guess.

R

S

χ

φMax


=



5.51× 106

2.11× 106

−0.820

1.75× 10−6


. (3.189)

We set the initial guess for the rotational spring constant as

Kr = 5× 109GPa. (3.190)

We set βp = 1 × 10−4 and ω = 0.1. We set the SOR tolerance at 1 × 10−5 and

a maximum number of SOR iterations of 10. We solve to a global tolerance of
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1× 10−4. The reconstructed parameters are,

R

S

χ

φMax


=



7.54× 105

1.72× 106

−0.800

2.07× 10−4


. (3.191)

for the first tangential direction, and

R

S

χ

φMax


=



9.64× 105

1.31× 106

−0.800

4.28× 10−5


. (3.192)

for the second tangential direction. The first tangential direction lies on the in-

terface in the plane of symmetry for the total lap joint. The second tangential

direction is on the interface surface, but orthogonal to the first direction. The

reconstructed rotational spring constant is, Kr = 1.103×109 GPa. We can see the

corresponding force-displacement response for each direction in Figures 3.9-3.10.

While these parameters may appear different from the true set, we see that they

generate the same force-displacement response. Similarly, they have decreased

the EECE and ELS error measurements. We observe that the reconstruction in

the first direction is better than that of the second, as we have less sensitivity

along the second direction. Because there are likely local minima in the objective

function surface, we have recovered a parameter set that improves the fit of the

force-displacement curve, but the algorithm stagnates in a local minimum. This

parameter set has improved the maximum displacement of the Iwan elements,

but has not as accurately recovered the dissipation, i.e. the width of the force-

displacement curve.

We use the same βp and ω for the soft initial conditions, but we set a global
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Figure 3.9: Here we see the reconstructed force-displacement response for
direction 1 of the interface given a stiff initial condition. We
show the plot with and without the initial conditions in order to
accurately capture the scale. Displacement is in meters; force is
in newtons.
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Figure 3.10: Here we see the reconstructed force-displacement response for
direction 2 of the interface given a stiff initial condition. We
show the plot with and without the initial conditions in order
to accurately capture the scale. Displacement is in meters; force
is in newtons.
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tolerance of 1× 10−3 to avoid stagnation. We set the SOR tolerance to 1× 10−4,

as it needs to be tighter than the global tolerance, yet we do not want to waste

computational time achieving tolerances that are unnecessarily tight. We maintain

the maximum number of SOR iterations of 10. The initial parameter set for both

Iwan models in this case is,

R

S

χ

φMax


=



5.51× 104

2.11× 104

−0.800

1.75× 10−4


. (3.193)

We initialize the rotational spring as

Kr = 1× 109. (3.194)

While some of these parameters are the same as the true parameters, the response

that the ensemble produces is very much different than the true response. The

reconstructed parameters are,

R

S

χ

φMax


=



6.83× 105

1.83× 106

−0.800

2.48× 10−4


. (3.195)

for the first direction, and

R

S

χ

φMax


=



6.87× 105

1.12× 106

−0.800

1.06× 10−4


. (3.196)

for the second direction. The reconstructed rotational spring constant is Kr =

1.01 × 108 GPa. We can see the reconstructed force-displacement response in
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Figures 3.11-3.12. Again we see better sensitivity in the first direction. This is

consistent with the previous example. Moreover, we see again that we have better

reconstructed the maximal displacements in the force-displacement curves than

the dissipation (width). We have converged on a parameter set that while differ-

ent from the true set, provides a better reconstruction of the measured response

than the initial guess. We can attribute this again to the local minimum we have

converged upon. We observe that the reconstructions are more sensitive to max-

imal displacement and maximal force in the force-displacement curves, than the

dissipation. We can attribute this to the objective function; we can see how large

discrepancies in the maximal values attained by the internal force vector will corre-

spond to larger errors. Hence these scheme is more sensitive to these mismatches.

We also show the convergence of the ECE error and the Least Squares (LS) mea-

surement error for this final numerical experiment in Figure 3.13. We choose βp

such that each error measure has the same order of magnitude in the initial iter-

ation. By the time we terminate the algorithm, the ELS error has stagnated, but

the ECE error is still showing some progression. We stop when the least squares

error has stagnated as EECE is measured only on the unknown elements, while

ELS is an indicator of global fit, as discussed in section 3.3.4.

3.5 Conclusions

We have developed and implemented a robust method for nonlinear material char-

acterization. We have derived a general framework within which we can work with

various nonlinear, hysteretic, material models. We have implemented the Iwan

model specifically, and have shown that we can recover material parameters that

will reproduce the force-displacement response in the measured solution. This for-
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Figure 3.11: Here we see the reconstructed force-displacement response for
direction 1 of the interface given a soft initial condition. We
show the plot with and without the initial conditions in order
to accurately capture the scale. Displacement is in meters; force
is in newtons.
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Figure 3.12: Here we see the reconstructed force-displacement response for
direction 2 of the interface given a soft initial condition. We
show the plot with and without the initial conditions in order
to accurately capture the scale. Displacement is in meters; force
is in newtons.
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Figure 3.13: Here we see convergence of each error measure for successive
iterations.

mulation is robust to noise and initial conditions. Moreover, this method is highly

adaptable. We have broken the overall scheme into district subproblems: the cou-

pled forward and adjoint solve, and the parameter update step. Each of these steps

can be customized or extended. The coupled solve could be done with a variety

of techniques, including Newton-SOR, and nonlinear conjugate gradients. While

we have used specific optimization packages to perform the material update, other

material models may admit analytic parameter updates. In the instance where
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we need to perform the parameter update numerically, other algorithms and op-

timization packages can be used without interfering with the rest of the scheme.

The MECE material identification technique is a robust alternative to classical

methods for material identification. Future work analyzing the properties of the

objective functional may reveal insights as to stopping criteria and penalty param-

eter selection/tuning. This implementation provides users the capability to tune

finite element models to real, observed measurements.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

Throughout this work I have focused on the inverse problems, and specifically on

computational aspects. All of the algorithms and derivations outlined were subse-

quently implemented in various codes. However, most of the implementation took

place in Sierra/SD, which is highly scalable, and originally conceived for mostly

linear finite element analysis. Some of the challenges this posed were maintaining

scalability, reusing underlying code, and integrating optimization libraries.

There are natural extensions of the work presented here. Future extensions

of the source localization work would naturally include time domain problems.

Moreover, we could further study how sensitivity at measurement points affect the

algorithms performance. Future extensions of the MECE work could include a

more robust coupled forward and adjoint solver. Most of the computational ex-

pense is in the coupled solver, and improving upon the SOR scheme outlined could

significantly improve the total computational time required by the algorithm. In

addition, we could further study the regularizing behavior of the penalty parame-

ter, and better understand how it influences the reconstructed material parameters.

There are two contributions outlined in this thesis. First is the broadly appli-

cable source localization technique, which is relatively easy to implement within

an existing finite element code base. Second is the technical details required to

implement the MECE technique for nonlinear materials identification in a produc-

tion level code base, and the actual implementation of this within the Sierra/SD

framework. Throughout the implementation, I tried to make components, such as

the adjoint solver, reusable so as to allow for easier future implementation of other

inverse problem capabilities.
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